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SYNOPSIS

PERIGEE is a code written in SNAP for the G-20 computer. It
solves the one- or two-group neutron diffusion equations by finite-dif
ference methods on a three -dimensional, uniform mesh having a common
spacing in the two directions normal to the fuel channels. The positions
of mesh points along a fuel channel, relative to points in adjacent chan
nels, may correspond to either NPD or CANDU fuel bundle positions.
The extrapolated flux boundary may be specified in sufficient detail to
represent a tapered or stepped circumferential reflector, a variable
axial length and, for a reactor with axis horizontal, a variable moder
ator level and a variable plane bottom surface equivalent to the CANDU
dump structure. The neutron flux may be normalized to give a specified
power output from the hottest fuel bundle or hottest channel, or to give
a total thermal power limited by the turbine and generator.

Reactor operation may be simulated in finite time steps, taking
into account any fuel shifts, any change s in moderator level and the
change in nuclear properties of the fuel with increasing irradiation.
The appropriate properties are obtained by interpolation from tables
supplied for as many as 8 types of fuel bundle.

The mean fuel exit burnup can be calculated at equilibrium for
a reactor in which the exit burnups for two zones may be adjusted to
give radial power flattening and the fuelling schedules may be designed
to give axial power flattering in one or both zones.
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1. IN TRaDUCTION

For many problems In reactor design and operation a computer

code to calculate the flux in three dimensions is required. A one -group

three -dimensional code, APOGEE, has been written for the Bendix

G-20 computer and is des cribed in a previous report( 1). The present

report discusses the extension of APOGEE to deal with two neutron

groups. The resulting code, PERIGEE, can be us ed to solve one-group

problems as a special case.

The method consists essentially of iterating over the given fast

flux an arbitrary number of times and then over the thermal flux an

arbitrary number of times and repeating as often as required to provide

fully converged fast and thermal fluxes. Usually, the iterations are

performed succes sively on the fast and thermal fluxes.

The maximum number of mesh points is 3500 for two groups, 7000

for one group. This implies that a reactor as large as CANDU, which

requires 6912 mesh points, cannot be treated in two groups without using

symmetry to reduce the size of the mesh. This is not a serious limita-

tion; in fact, the cOde could be developed further to use magnetic tapes

and thus deal with much larger reactors, at some expense in the computer

time involved.

The code has been used to simulate the operation of NPD and to

study initial fuelling and equilibrium conditions in CANDU.



where K Z is the material buckling, e is the eigenvalue, and the weight-
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Z. FINITE -DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS

Z. 1 One -Group Equations

The diffusion equation for one energy group is

Z Z
'V ¢ + (K + Pe)¢ = 0,

ing factor p is a simple function of position. In three-dimensional

Cartesian coordinates, equation (1) may be written

Equation (Z) may be reduced to a set of linear algebraic equations by

finite -difference approximations to 'V Z ¢, appropriate to the mesh

geometry. First, a Taylor series expansion about ¢(x, y, z) in three

variables gives

( 1)

(Z)

,

¢(x+a, y+b, z+c) =

00 n

~ _1_ (a~ + b~ + c~)
n=O n! Bx By Bz

_ ¢ (x, y, z) + a B¢ + b B¢ + c B¢ + 1
Bx By Bz Z!

+ Zab B
Z

¢ + Zac~ + Zbc ~) (3)
BxBy BxBz ByBz

The usual finite difference approximation of neglecting terms of order I

higher than two has been made. By making suitable choices of

neighbouring mesh points, equation (3) :nay be evaluated in such a way

as to cause all first and mixed partial derivative terms to cancel out.

Fluxes at the selected mesh points are grouped as follows:
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CANDU -type Geometry

~z<j> = <j>(x,y,z+h) + <j>(x,y,z-h)

~4<j> = <j>(x+s,y,z) + <j>(x-s,y,z) + <j>(x,y+s,z) + <j>(x,y-s,z)

NPD -type Geometry

~z<j> = <j>(x, y, z+h) + <j>(x, y, z-h)

~.<j> = <j>(x+s,y, z+h/2) + <j>(x-s, y, z+h/2)

+ <j>(x,y+s,z+h/2) + <j>(x, y-s, z+h/2)

+ <j>(x+s,y,z-h/2) + <j>(x-s,y,z-h/2)

+ <j>(x,y+s,z-h/2) + <j>(x, y-s, z -h/2)

The mesh spacing is h in the axial direction, and s in the remaining

two dire ctions .

Detailed derivations of finite difference approximations to V'z <j>

are given in CRRP-1159(1) for these two mesh geometries. The

expres sions are:

~ 2~Z (~8<j> - 6<j> - :Ez<j>J + ~z (:Ez<j> - 2<j>), NPD-type. (5)

Substituting (4) and (5) into the diffusion equation (1) leads to:

CANDU -type Geometry

where
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NPD -type Geometry

/VPHI· k ·
I J

where
2 2

2s (K ikj + p8) - '2: 10 }..ikj

The term '2: 10 }..ikj or '2: 6}..ikj is uS ed to account for mis sing neighbours

beyond symmetric or extrapolated boundaries (See Section 3).

The indices i, k, j, which describe the geometry of a reactor as it

is repre s ented in the computer, are somewhat unconventionally as soci-

ated with the coordinates used in deriving the finite -difference equations

and with directions in space. As in earlier, two-dimensional studies In

R-Z geometry, j and z denote distances along the fuel channels; i. e.,

parallel to the longitudinal axis of the reactor, which is horizontal for

NPD and CANDU. In the transverse planes, normal to the fuel channels,

i and y denote distances along a row in the printed mesh output (in the

horizontal direction for NPD and CANDU), while k and x denote dis-

tances from the top of a column in the mesh output (vertically down-

ward for NPD and CANDU). Thus, the point (l, l, 1) appears at the

upper left corner of the first page of printed mesh output, as shown m

the following sketch.

Jlfj(z)

/
/

•

( 1 , 1 , 1) /

k(x)

i(y)

~

-
-
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For a reactor with vertical fuel channels, the i-k plane is horizontal.

2.2 Two -Group Equations

The two-energy-group diffusion equations may be written

\l Z<j> (A+p8)<j> + Blj; = °
"V Zlj; Clj; + D<j> = 0,

•
where the coefficients are

A
1=

L Z

B
pDf

= L~Dt

C
1

= LZ
s

D = ~pDfLz

Substitution of equations (4) and (5) into (6) and (7) leads to:

CANDU -type Geometry

(6 )

(7 )

where
Z Z Z

VPHlikj = 4 + 2 s /h + s (Aikj + p8) - L:6~ikj

•
and

where

NPD -type Geometry
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Z I Z 2VPHIikj = 6 + 4 s h + 2s (Aikj + p8) - ~lO~ikj ,

4Jikj ={6S4J + (2 S2 Ih
2 -1) ~24J + 2s

2Dikj cPikj} IVPSIikj

2 2 Z
VPSIikj = 6 + 4 s Ih + 2s C ikj - ~lo~ikj

3. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

3.1 Extrapolated Boundaries

It is assumed that fast and thermal fluxes extrapolate to zero on

the same boundary surface. Basically, this surface is a right cylinder

whose radius may be a step-function of axial position. The cylinder

may also be truncated top and bottom (cylindrical axis horizontal), at

any level in order to represent moderator surface and dump floor

boundaries.

From the data describing the portions of boundary governed by

the calandria radius, the moderator level and the dump floor position,

PERIGEE calculates the terms ~~ikj which specify the proximity of

mesh points to the boundary. A detailed description may be found in the

report on the earlier code, APOGEE( 1), which makes the same calcu-

lations. The general principles of the calculations are as follows.

The expres sion 6~ikj contains a term for each neighbouring point

involved in solving the finite-difference equations at the mesh point

(i, k, j); i. e. there are six terms in CANDU geometry and ten in NPD

geometry. For every neighbouring point that is within the extrapolated

boundary the term in ~ikj is zero. A non-zero term appears for each
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neighbouring point that is "missing" and has zero flux because it is out-

side either the boundary or the limits of the mesh. The sketches below

illustrate the two cases, (Because of limitations on the types of

boundaries that can be simulated, the line joining the mesh point and its

neighbour may be replaced by the projection of the line along one of the

coordinate axes, )

Mis sing point outside boundary

Boundary

A. = (s -1) Is < 0

Missing point outside mesh

¢ikj Boundary

~
~(~-l)S -

A. = (~- 1 ) Is > 0

Linear interpolation or extrapolation for a real flux ¢'k' at mesh
1 J

point (i, k, j) and a virtual flux A.¢'k' at the missing neighbouring point
1 J

makes the flux zero at the boundary if A. = ( ;-1) I S. Similarly for l(J and

A.l(J. The two figures becorrle identical, with A. = 0, when the boundary

passes through the missing point. Extrapolation (A.>O) is useful for re-

ducing the size of mesh required to represent a reactor but may cause

excessive errors under some conditions if carried too far,

Taking zero fluxes for a neighbouring point and including A. 1ll

VPH1ikj and VPS1ikj is equivalent to assigning virtual fluxes A.¢ikj and
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A.L/Jikj to this neighbouring point. When this is done for each missing

neighbour, all mesh points can be treated uniformly by the finite

difference equations, without regard to the position of boundaries.

3.2 Symmetry and Internal Boundaries

If the geometry and fuel properties of a reactor exhibit symmetry

a bout one or more planes, or about a line, then flux calculations may

be made with a reduced mesh in order to save computing time or

increase the size of reactor that can be handled by a computer of given

memory capacity. The "internal" boundaries created by dividing the

mesh require special treatment as described below.

The size of the mesh used for flux calculations is specified by the

absolute values of three input parameters, I, K and J. If the mesh is to

represent the whole reactor, without taking advantage of any symmetry,

then all three parameters are made negative and the first point,

i = k = j = 1, is at the extreme upper left corner of the transverse mesh

plane at one end of the reactor.

Mirror symmetry about one or more planes through the center of

the reactor is specified by giving the parameters positive values as

follows:

1>0, k-j plane of symmetry at 1 = 1/2

K>O,

J> 0,

i-j plane of symmetry at k = 1/2

i -k plane of symmetry at j = J + 1/2

where the position of the plane of symmetry is specified in the coordinates
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of the reduced mesh. Thus, if all of I, K and J are positive, the point

(1, 1, 1) of the reduced mesh is at the outer end of the first fuel channel

below and to the right of the cylindrical axis.

All three symmetry planes lie midway between planes of mesh

points; i. e. there are no mesh points in the planes of symmetry. As a

result, a reactor with a fuel channel at its center cannot be represented

in PERIGEE with either i-j or k-j planes of symmetry.

PERIGEE represents mirror symmetry by assigning to each mesh

point adjacent to a symmetry plane a value A. = 1 for its missing neigh

bour. This is equivalent to making the fluxes equal on the two sides of

a symmetry plane and permits the internal boundaries for planes of

symmetry to be treated in the same way as external boundaries.

The NPD and CANDU reactors, in which alternate channels are

designed to be fuelled from opposite ends, may have a symmetry about

a line pas sing through the center of the reactor and parallel to the k axis.

This line symmetry is specified in the input to PERIGEE by making I

positive, since only a half mesh is required, and giving L-SYMM a non

zero value, usually 1. In this case the internal boundary plane is at

i = 1/2 but there is no mirror symmetry about the plane. The flux to be

assigned to the missing neighbour (O,k,j) of the mesh point (l,k,j) can

not be derived from the flux <Pikj by setting A. ikj = 1 but, because of

symmetry a bout the line i = 1/2, j = J /2 + 1/2, it is equal to the flux at

the mesh point (1, k, J + 1- j), as shown in the sketch below (for J = 6 and
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CANDU -type geometry),

J

j

O,k,l O,k,2 O,k,6
"" ....... .- - -- -,~. - - _ _ v·_ _ ..... " /'v _ v _ v

- - ~ -- --..... ,- -- -::::::::- - - - D' 'd'_,__ ~ _ ~ --:::--= - __ __ IVl Ing, --=-= ~-==_ F-'"" ....--::=:- -=-- ---Plane
4-fue_l__.'.......-:=-__-_-=-.......-t-""-::....:..-__- __---l.....,:;-_/'__....-._""-=-4....I--__-__:::::-.::;..~,--....----=-=---lI....I--___

mot.iOln 1,k,1 1,k,2 '+< t' .. 1,k,5 1,k,6
o ~

Q) Ss::
1 • k j a

Cf)

fuel
motion

The sketch shows a plane of mesh points k = constant with the fuel

at mesh points in channel i = 1 the same, but with the direction reversed,

as in the channel i = °on the other side of the internal boundary i = 1/2,

The flux at (O,k, 1) may be replaced by that at (l,k, 6), and so on, The

same rule applies for NPD -type geometry (Section 4), Since the full

length of the fuel channels is required to provide fluxes for the missing

points, line symmetry cannot be combined with mirror symmetry a bout

the trans ve r s e midplane,

The incorrect use of mirror symmetry to represent a reactor

possessing line symmetry affects the flux distribution appreciably,

4. MESH POINT PROPERTIES

4. 1 Lattice Code

The lattice code consists of an array of integers C ik which are
JI

required to:

(a) denote normal fuelling direction of a channel;

(b) provide gross division of the mesh into inner and outer core
zones, and reflector;
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(c) group channels containing the same fuel type distribution into
regions.

The normal fuelling direction of channel (i, k) is defined by the

sign of C
ik

, with the convention that fuel position j = 1 is at the inlet

end of the channel for C ik> O. This information is required in order to

obtain the correct orientation of the axial irradiation distribution of fuel

in a channel during the equilibrium calculation (Section 8), to rearrange

fuel correctly when simulating fuel shifts (Section 7), and to orient the

fuel type configuration in a reactor at startup (Section 4.3).

For NPD -type geometry, the sign of C ik also serves to define the

position of the end mesh points in the channels relative to the axial

extrapolated boundaries. This definition is necessary because the mesh

points (taken at the centre s of fuel bundle s) for the NPD channels fuelled

from one end lie about midway between the transverse planes through

the mesh points for the alternate channels fuelled from the other end.

Each (i, k) "plane" in the mesh contains points from two (y, x) planes in

the reactor, separated by a distance h/2 in thej (z) direction. The mesh

planes, therefore, have a structure like a type of egg packing tray, as

shown in a plane (y, z) section in the sketch below, and this must be taken

into account when treating the axial boundaries.

Zig -zagged dashed lines in the figure connect mesh points in the

same (i, k) plane in the mesh, while solid lines connect mesh points

along the same channel. Without a device such as the sign of C ik ,
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computation of correction factors for mesh points near boundaries, and

of ~8<l> and ~8l.\J during the flux calculation, would not be possible.

Coarse division of the mesh into zones is obtained using the follow-

ing convention:

1 < ICikl < 50 inner core zone

51 < ICikl < 89 outer core zone

ICikl > 90 reflector.

T he primary function of the gross mesh divisions is to determine the

range of possible fuel types in a channel (or indicate which mesh points

are in the reflector) when calculating mesh point properties such as A,

B, C, D, F, Hand K Z
• Another important use is to establish the shift

history and discharge irradiation of fuel in a given channel during the

equilibrium calculation. Finally, the correct eigenvalue weighting

factor, p or p , is chosen according as the mesh point is in the core
c r

or reflector, respectively.

A region is defined as a group of channels such that IC ik I is the
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same for all channels in the group. This is a convenience when simu

1ating fuel shifts performed in the same manner on a number of chan

nels, i. e. ring shifts. In general, such regions contain the same fuel

type distribution. Hence it is of considerable convenience when

generating the fuel-type configuration in a reactor at startup, described

in Appendix A. 6. The lattice code may be generated by the program,

as explained in Appendix A. 5.

4.2 Fuel Properties

The PERIGEE codes obtain fuel properties by single precision

interpolation (using subroutine NTERP and AECL library Program

C -1-2 SNAP(2)) within tabulated functions of irradiation. Provision is

Inade for eight fuel types, and four properties for each type - a maxi

mum of 32 tables. These properties are:

One-group

H(T, w)

F(T ,w)

KZ(T ,w)

Two-group

H(T, w)

F(T, w)

A(T, w)

D(T, w)

T is the fuel type number, from 1 to 8, and w is the irradiation. It is

as sumed that the two -group coefficients Band C are not functions of

irradiation. Consequently just B(T) and C(T) are required. Also con

stant are reflector properties A r , B r , C r in two groups, or K~ in one

group. Fuel types 1,2,3,4 may exist anywhere in the inner core zone,
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while types 5,6,7,8 may exist in the outer core ZOne. Selection of the

correct fuel type table is made in NTERP as follows:

Fuel Type, T

Inner Zone Outer Zone

-'-WOk o > o and IWikjl < W-o-
1 51 J-

-'-woko < o and Iwikjl < W'o-
2 61 J .

o and IWikjl
~-

WOk o > > W-o.
3 71 J -

.'-
WOk o < o and IWikjl > W'o-

4 81 J

Details about table sizes and intervals, and formats, IS given in

Appendix A. 4.

5. FLUX CALCULATION

5. 1 Initial Flux Distribution

Assuming that a flux distribution from a similar case IS not in

memory, whether left over from a preceding calculation or read into

memory from cards or magnetic tape, a good starting flux maybe

generated by the JOCOS subroutine:

I-group

2-group

~ikj =X<Pikj
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where A is an arbitrary constant (1000 for convenience), Z is half the

axial extrapolated length, Jo is the zero-order Bessel function, r ik is

the radius sJ(i-io)Z + (k-ko)z, the centre of the reactor is at

(io ' k o ' jo) and X is an estim.ate of the average fast to therm.al flux ratio.

5.2 Convergence Tests

The two-group diffusion equations given in Section 2.2 are solved

by alternately sweeping NPSI tim.es over the fast flux m.esh, leaving the

therm.al flux and eigenvalue constant, and sweeping NPHI tim.es over

the therm.al flux, leaving the fast flux constant. An iteration is counted

for each sweep over a group. Either NPSI or NPHI m.ay be zero, if it

is desired to have a flux group rem.ain constant. For m.ore usual cas es,

NPSI = NPHI = 1 gives fastest convergence. The iteration is accelerated

n n n-l
bya factor a to give <Pikj := a<Pikj + (l-a)<Pikj ,where.- denotes re-

placem.ent rather than equality. Recom.m.ended values of a are 1.3 < a

< 1.4, which give about a 40% reduction in convergence tim.e over that

for a = 1. O.

For the purpose of the following discussion, solving the one-group

diffusion equation of Section 2.1 is equivalent to treating the two-group

equations with NPSI = O. During each therm.al flux interation, an indi-

cation of the degree of flux-shape convergence is com.puted as

6 = ~ikj

~'k'1 J

n-l
<Piki

m.ax

The eigenvalue is not adjusted, at first, until 5 passes a coarse shape
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test, ~ ~ 10e, where e is an input parameter. When the resulting

eigenvalue adjustment ~en (see below) passes the test I~enl < TZ' then

'0 is required to pass the normal flux-shape test, 5 < e. When either

shape test is satisfied, the eigenvalue increment is calculated as

follows:

where

I-group

=

n

L: ikj <Pikj
Ii-I

L:ikj <Pikj
- 1

2-group

Bl'n"
I '::> ,

All non-zero VPH1ikj are up-dated, giving

VPHloko .- VPHlok· + ~VPHlok" ,
1 J 1 J 1 J

where
~VPHI = sZ p[3s n,

ikj CANDU -type geometry,

NPD -type geometry.

Iteration ceases either when n = 1. (maximum number of iterations)

or when the following convergence test is satisfied:

T

106 '
< T I n-zi < T

10 6 ' and s - 106

Otherwise iteration is resumed over the slow flux unless NPHI sweeps

have already been made in the current (NPSI-NPHI) cycle. Then a new

cycle is started.

It has been found advantageous to allow just one eigenvalue adjust-

ment during each (NPSI-NPHI) cycle ° Otherwise, succeeding adjust-

ments often tend to go the wrong way, which slows convergence.
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After each eigenvalue adjustment, the current values of n, l;, n,

n n n .o , e , and A.e are pnnted. If convergence is not attained when

n = 1., a possible error indicator LIMIT is printed. When convergence

is attained (or n = 1.), the two-group program calculates and prints the

excess reactivity,

KE-l =
erikj Pej>ikj

which is defined in the next section (5.3).

5.3 Two-Group Reactivity Scale

The two-group diffusion equations to be solved are

z
'V ej> - Aej> - p e ej> + By; = 0

z
V 4J Cy; + Dej> = 0,

where the coefficients are given by

1
A =

LZ'
1

C =-,
L~

and where e is adjusted to make the reactor critical.

The equation for the thermal neutron flux may be interpreted as

- (leakage + absorption) - control + source = O.

Ignoring the effect of the control on the flux distribution, an effective

multiplication factor for the reactor in the absence of the control term

may be defined as

KE
= f r (source) dV

f r (leakage + absorption) dV '
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f r (source) dV
= f r (source-control)dV'

where f r denotes integration over the whole reactor, The exces s reac-

tivity suppressed by the control absorption may be evaluated as

KE-l
sIr p<j>dV

=
f r B4JdV - sf r p<j> dV

Since the volume element as sociated with the mesh points is constant

except near the boundaries, where the low flux makes the error due to

a constant -volume approximation negligible. the volume integrals may

be replaced by summations over all mesh points:

KE-l =

5.4 Flux Normalization

s~ 'k'P,.l.,'k'. 1 J '+'1 J

Un-normalized bundle powers pI • channel powers pI • and
ikj ik

thermal power pi are calculated (by program section H) using the

formulae

P!k' = fJ.<j>'k,H(T,w)
1 J 1 J P!k = ~ ,P!k'

1 J 1 J

where H(T, w) is the fission power output factor of Type T fuel at irra-

diation w, and I-L is the ratio of thermal power to fission power.

The value of H(T, w) is obtained by single -precision interpolation within

tables as functions of w (see section 4,2).

All fluxes and powers are normalized to nominal thermal power

P by multiplication with the ratio PIP'. A search is made for the

III
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smallest values of Pc /P ik , and Pb/P ikj ; then the smaller of these two

ratios is taken to be the fuel heat rating limitation factor ff' Pc is the

maxi:rnum rated channel power output, and P b is the bundle power

rating,

Another power limitation factor, f t , due to turbine and boiler

characteristics may be calculated by subroutine TEST, or ignored, de-

pending on the type of control card (section A-2). TEST initiates a

search for the smallest ratio P~~ /P ik ' where P~: is the design power

output, at equilibriurn fuelling conditions, of channel (i, k). We define an

agreement factor

where G is a tolerance factor (normally 1). This agreement factor is

equivalenttol:i.T /l:i.T ,usedbyMorison(3), wherel:i.T is the
Av Max Av

bulk coolant temperature rise through the core and l:i. T Max is the maxi-

mum ternperature rise in a channel. The formulae

A

f t
-_ AG -( 1 -A) 'f AG AG

1 > C

ft = AG

( B-A
1 -A )

(_1_)

(
CPC)l-A
CPG '

if AG < AG c

are given by Morison to describe approximately the behaviour of the

CANDU boiler-turbine system. In these equations, we have

A = 0.1 CPG = 220 MW (e)

AG c = 0.91493

B = 0.5

CPC = 230 MW (e)
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The actual power limitation factor f is chosen as the lesser of ff and ft.

After Morison, the electrical energy loss, in megawatts, is given in

terms of f by

DELP = CPG (1 _AGA(f)l-A).

Output from TEST consists of DELP, ff' f t , and AG, which are printed

on the line-printer. If the present version of TEST is unsuitable for

some other reactor, it may easily be changed and assembled separately

from the rest of the code.

The last stage in the normalization is to multiply all powers and

fluxes by the actual power limitation factor f. Values of (Pik)min, Pik

(P ik)max' (P ikj )max' P and 100 f are later printed on the line -printer.

6. TIME -STEPS

6. 1 Length of Step

Simulation of reactor time history requires breaking it down into

a series of periods during which the moderator level and fuel loading

may be assumed constant. Each period may be further sub-divided into

a number of steps, as explained below. The nomenclature us ed is as

follows (all times in units of days): ":

t current time;

t' period length;

to initial time;

tf final time;
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tiITle-step length;

nOITlinal tiITle -step length;

oAt adjustment to step length

t
Wikj irradiation of. bundle (i, k, j) at time t, neutrons /kilobarn;

t
F(T ,Wikj): ratio of average therITlal flux in fuel to average therITlal

flux in cell, for ITlesh point (i, k, j).

conversion factor,
(neutrons /kilobarn)

(lOll neutrons/cITlZ -sec) x days

6,t=At',

Upon entering the tiITle-step loop (section X), the current tiITle t is

increITlented by t' to give the final tiITle tf. A flux calculation is perforITled,

and At' is tested: if At' :::, 0, computation within the tiITle-step loop

ceases. If At' 1- 0, a check is ITlade to see if the final tiITle has been

attained: It-tf I < O. 05 days iITlplying that the final tiITle has been reached

within a reasonable tolerance. Corrputation within the tiITle-step loop

continues if It-tfl .:. o. 05 days. A step length is chosen as

if IAt'\ < \tf-tl;

At = t{-t, if IAt'l > \tf-tl .

TiITle steps ITlay be pesitive or negative as desired. However, an error

indicator T < a will be typed out on the console and cOITlputation will

cease if the current tiITle satisfies t < O.

This protection is required because ITlaking further tiITle steps

ITlight cause negative irradiations to be calculated. Since the sign of

the irradiation Wikj is used to classify fuel types, a change in sign due
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to negative time steps would cause a spurious change in the lattice

properties associated with the fuel bundles affected,

6,2 Irradiation Increments

The thermal flux distribution at the beginning of a time -step is

as sumed to remain of constant shape, but not of magnitude (See 6.3)

throughout the step. The change in fuel irradiation is estimated as

follows:

t+At
W

ikj
t

= W
ikj

+ Aw t
ikj

where

t
AW'k'1 J

New fuel properties at time t+At are obtained by interpolation within

tables as functions of w, and the flux at the end of the step is found.

6. 3 Time -Step Length Adjustment

In general, the flux does not remain constant throughout a time-

step. This variation in flux is largely due to a change in the core ther-

mal power output (Section 5.4), rather than to a change in fuel properties.

In order to compensate for this effect, an adjustment is made to the

time-step length. Defining the thermal power at times t and t+At to be

pt and pt+At, respectively, the adjustment is given by

6bt = ( pt+;t

Thus time steps are made as suming the power level throughout the step
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For CANDU at startup, a 10 day time step has been found to give

oAt'" 0.1 day or less - of the order of 1%. If it is believed that the

flux variation in a time -step due to changing fuel properties is appreci-

able, reducing the basic step length At' will improve accuracy at the

cost of increased computing time for simulation of a given time history

interval.

7. FUEL SHIFTING

7. 1 One -channel Shifts

Fuel bundles may be rearranged within any channel, or dis charged,

or fresh fuel added at any time as requested by a SOR T 1 control card.

SOR T 1 initiates a read -in of a shift data card containing J+2 parameters

which define a one-channel or ring shift. These parameters are:

SI i-coordinate of channel to be shifted, or ring number;

SK k-coordinate of channel to be shifted, or blank for a ring

shift;

SBb old axial position b>:' of source bundle going to new axial

position b.

Fresh fuel of desired type is placed at location (SI, SK, b) according to

the following code:

SB,b Fuel Type ~
Inner Zone Outer Zone

50 1 5 +0

6
-zo

51 2 -0(-10 )
-'.

52 3 7 W·,-
-<.

53 4 8 - W·,-
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A fuel bundle IS discharged from axial position b l if b l is not a m.em.ber

of the set SB b ; i. e. no destination is defined for it.

For exam.ple, consider the following shift data:

SI

8

SK

10

SB b

50 1 2 12 4 5 6 7 8 3 10 11

In channel (8,10) fresh fuel is added to position 1 (inlet end), bundles

num.ber 1,2,4,5,6,7,8,10 and 11 are advanced one position along the

channel, bundle 3 is m.oved to position 10, 12 to 4, and bundle 9 is dis

charged. This shift is equivalent to CANDU skip-through fuelling in

which a- given fuel bundle occupies all positions along a channel in the

sequence 1 2 3 10 11 12 4 5 6 7 8 9.

A record is m.aintained of individual bundles discharged, by print

ing out the appropriate values of i, k, band wikb'

Ring shifts· are handled sim.ilarly to one -channel shifts, the only

difference being that SK=O im.plem.ents a search of all C ik in the lattice

code for those channels which satisfy IC ik I = SI; all such channels are

shifted to the new configuration defined by SB b .

Any num.ber of one -channel shift data cards intermingled with ring

shift data cards, may follow a SORT 1 control card. Data card read-in

continues until a card is found containing SI = O. Then the computer

prints: nd' the total number of fuel bundles dis charged in all fuel shifts

to date; wd, their average irradiation at discharge; and ~wd' the sum of

the irradiations of the n d , bundles discharged to date. More explicitly,
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Wd and :?2wd are given, respectively, by
nd n d

~d l (wdh and L(wd) i .

7.2 Two-channel Shifts

i= 1 i= 1

,

In addition to the fuel movements pos sible for one -channel shifts,

fuel from any two channels may be arbitrarily rearranged as requested

by a SOR T2 control card. Two shift data cards are read at a time, the

first containing SI', SKI, SBI for channel number one; the second con
b

taining SI", SK'I, SBbfor channel number two. As with one -channel

shifts, fresh fuel may be added at Location (SI1, SK I, b l ). Similarly, a

fuel bundle is discharged from axial position b l if b l is not a member of

the set consisting of SBb and SBb. Values of i, k, b, and wikb are

printed for each bundle discharged. ;Negative signs are used on SBb to

denote bundles which are to change channels.

For example, consider the following shift data:

SI SK SB b

9 9 -4 -6 -7 -8 -9 1 2 3 4 (F -6)

10 9 -7 -6 50 -8 50 50 1 2 3 (F -7)

This shift pattern corresponds to a fuel shift made in channels F-6 and

F-7 of NPD on April 5, 1963. Bundles 4,6,7,8,9 from channel F-7

are moved to positions 1,2,3,4,5 of channel F -6. Bundles 1,2,3,4 of

F -6 are moved to 6,7,8,9 on the same channel. In channel F -7,

positions 1,2,4 are occupied by bundles 7,6,8 of F-6. Bundles 1,2,3
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are moved to 7,8,9 and fresh fuel added to 3,5,6. Bundles number 5

from each channel, and number 9 from F-6, are discharged.

Like the one -channel shifts, any number of two -channel shifts

may be performed. Data card pairs are read until SIr = O. Then nd'

wd and '2:wd are printed, as before.

7.3 Shift Error Test

For both one - and two -channel fuel shifts, a record is ITlaintained

of each bundle shifted, in order to prevent shifting the same fuel

bundle to two different locations. If a given value of SB b appears

twice, an error exit is taken which types out xxxxx TWICE on the

console, and the computer lapses into the "Solicit Type-in" state. The

octal address xxxxx is the address to which control may be returned to

read the next control card. Section A-IO describes the console procedure

required to reSUITle computation.

8. SIMULATION OF EQUILIBRIUM

8. I Equilibrium Models

In order to determine the conditions that obtain in a reactor oper

ating at equilibrium fuelling rates, without having to simulate the entire

period from startup to equilibrium, it is necessary to devise a model

for the equilibrium state. The basic assumption of the PERIGEE

equilibrium models is that the flux is time -independent, which is true to

a good approxiITlation. This stationary state may be converged upon,

using appropriate rules, by succes sive improvement to the fuel irradi-
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ation and neutron flux.

A number of different types of fuelling may be simulated. For

example, in reactors fuelled with bundles, either mono- or bi-direc

tional fuelling maybe us ed in CANDU -type geometry; bi -directional

fuelling is required in NPD -type geometry. For each of the two fuelling

zones in the core a fuelling "history" may be described by specifying

the sequence in which a given bundle occupies the various axial positions

along its channel before it is finally dis charged. Thus, simple push

through fuelling or various types of skip-through fuelling may be simu

lated. Since the history is specified in terms of a single channel, no

system of radial fuel shifts can be simulated; however, a one -channel

history will serve for fuelling schemes that involve reciprocal transfers

of fuel bundles between channels having the same average power.

Reactors fuelled with full-length rods or in batches - all bundles in a

channel replaced at the same time - require a different calculation of

the axial irradiation distribution from that suitable for single bundle

replacement variants mentioned previously. Axial irradiation distri

bution calculations are described in Section 8.2 below.

The reactor core may be divided into two zones of arbitrary

shape, characterized by a particular fuel type, dis charge irradiation,

and bundle history, with the aid of the Lattice Code (Section 4. 1).

Each zone may be subdivided into regions by assigning a lattice code

integer C to all channels (i, k) in each region, chosen as follows:
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1 :: ICI:: 50 mner core zone

51 :: IC I:: 89 , outer core zone .

Channels in a given region Ic Iare as sumed to have been shifted a

time f d'k before the current steady state time, where d'
k

is the dwellc 1 1

time between shifts for channel (i, k) and f is the fractional dwell timec

for region C. By suitable choice of f c ' a number of fuel-shift situations

may be simulated. Setting all f c = 0.5 seems to give the best repre-

sentation of average conditions at equilibrium; this case is known as

static equilibrium. Dynamic equilibrium describes the case where f c is

chosen arbitrarily, or at randorn, from the interval 0 < f c < 1; this is

useful for studying departures from average equilibrium conditions

caused by statistical variations in the number of fuel shifts required at

anyone time.

8. 2 Irradiation Calculation

In order to achieve maximum flexibility in simulating equilibrium

fuelling procedures, the portion of the irradiation calculation dealing

with fuel history is written as a subroutine. At pres ent, two subroutines

are available: EAU~ for full-length rod or batch fuelling, and EAUXl,

for any bundle history when bundles are shifted singly. Future develop-

ment may include EAUX2, similar to EAUXI except that bundles will be

shifted in pairs.

The nomenclature us ed is as follows:
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flux depression factor, i. e. the ratio of the average

thermal flux in Type T fuel at Irradiation w to the aver

age thermal flux in the cell, at Position (i,k,m(q, c));

upper bound on fuel irradiation (EAUX only);

discharge irradiation (EAUXl), or average irradiation

(EAUX), for fuel in outer core zone;

dis charge, or average, irradiation for inner core zone;

a generalized form, equal to W2 for channels with 1 <

ICikl ~ 50 and WI for channels with 51 ~ ICikl ~ 89;

dwell time between fuel shifts in channel (i, k);

fraction of dwell time d ik elapsed since last fuel shift in

Region C consisting of all channels having the same ICikl

(the data include an f c for each integer from 1 to 90, in

clusive, but the values actually used depend on the Cik);

b-value of the q -th position occupied by a fuel bundle in

its channel in Region C;

irradiation convergence factor (EAUX only);

average thermal flux in cell at Position (i, k, m( q, c));

irradiation of fuel bundle at Position (i, k, m (q, c));

axial position in fuel channel, counting from b=l at inlet

end (b increases in the same direction as j for C ik > 0

and in the opposite direction for C ik < 0; as its maximum

value is J, it does not count fuel positions outside the ex-

trapolated boundary unlE:ss the flux mesh includes them);
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column number in the flux calculation mesh;

row number in the flux calculation mesh;

i-k plane number in the flux calculation mesh.

In EAUX1, the instantaneous irradiation of a fuel bundle is

obtained for any single-bundle shift history m(q, c) by summing irradi-

ation increments received at all axial positions it has occupied. It is

as sumed that the axial thermal flux shape is time -independent, and

that the (instantaneous) flux depres sion factor is constant over a dwell-

time interval. The calculation of the irradiation of the fuel may be

written a s follow s:

q -1

wi, k, m(q, c) = d ik (fc(epF)i, k, m(q, c) +L (epF)i, k, m(p, C))
p=l

where

q -1

L (epF)i,k,m(p,c) = 0
p=1

when q = 1, and the dwell time between shifts is

d' k = W /~.(epF)'k'
1 c J 1 J

In EAUX, a first estimate of the time-averaged irradiation of fuel

in a cell is obtained as the product of the time-averaged flux depression

factor, the average thermal cell flux, and a dwell time chosen to obtain

w c as the average irradiation of fuel in each channel in region C. That

is,

I
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A final estimate of the fuel irradiation is obtained by linear interpo-

lation between the old irradiations, and the first estimate irradiations:

w new = old + ( wold) .w.
k

. ...., w -
ikj 1 J 1 ikj ikj

Experience has shown that setting '{ = 0.3 promotes a reasonable con-

vergence rate. The unretarded case ('{ = 1.0) has been found to diverge

quite rapidly. As an additional aid to convergence, an upper bound

WMAX is imposed on w~ke:,
1 J

8.3 Equilibrium Loop

Various quantities which appear in Figure 8.1, the flow chart for the

equilibrium loop (EQUIL), and are discussed below are defined as

follows:

BRNUP

BRNUPI

KE

KE'

KE>:'

Nl

PI

01

average burnup of discharged fuel, MWd/t(U);

average burnup of discharged fuel for outer core zone;

t I f . . KEnew .curren va ue a reachvIty, = ,

previous value of reactivity;

desired value of reactivity;

value of KE preceding a reactivity adjustment;

number of bundles discharged per day from outer core

zone;

fission power in outer core zone;

dis charge irradiation adjustment factor for outer core

zone;
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TIME

Ul

WI

xl

x c
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radial flatnes s factor, = PBAR jPMAX;

desired value of S;

value of S preceding a flatness adjustment;

computing time in minutes from entering EQUIL;

weight of uranium per bundle (cell) in outer core zone; kg;

discharge irradiation of fuel from outer core zone;

irradiation adjustment factor for outer core zone;

generalized irradiation adjustment factor, = x2 for

channels with 1 < ICikl ::: 50 and xl for 51 < ICikl< 89;

irradiation adjustment factor, = oW laKE for 2 -group

treatment and oW joe for I-group treatment;

irradiation adjustment factor, oW jaS, for flatnes s

adjustment;

•

e

e'

current eigenvalue,

previous eigenvalue;

desired eigenvalue;

= enew .,

e* eigenvalue preceding a reactivity adjustment;

convergence limit for reactivity or eigenvalue during

general reactivity adjustment;

conve rgence limit for radial flatnes s;

convergence limit for reactivity or eigenvalue during

re calculation of axial distribution.

In the above list, definitions apply to the inner core zone instead of the
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outer core zone if a final Ill" is replaced by "2".

Before beginning the equilibrium calculation, starting approxi-

mations to <\>'k" ljJ'k" and w'k' are required in addition to the data des-
1 J 1 J 1 J

cribed in Section A-9. If available, flux and irradiation distributions

from a similar case may be read into memory via control cards and

data cards or magnetic tape. If not, control card option JOCOS rna y be

used to give

<\>ikj
2,40483 rik

R

When this test has been passed, the current values of

r

ljJ'k' =X <\>'k' ,
1 J 1 J

and control card option ZOMGA may be used to set all w'k' = 0,
1 J

The equilibrium calculation consists of three nested loops, The

inner -most loop improves the axial distribution of irradiation along a

channel, assuming the flux to be time-independent, as described pre-

viously (8.2), The following discussion is for the 2-group case, The

I-group calculation differs only in that 8 is tested rather than KE,

Using improved irradiations, the flux is recalculated. This cycle is

continued until the difference between two successive reactivities is

les s than a convergence lirrit; that is, until I&<E I < T S ' where .6.KE =

E
new old

K - KE

the following are printed: WI, W2, Wl/W2, e, S, PMIN, PBAR, PMAX,

PSMAX, TIME, (32, (33, P2, PI, N2, Nl, BRNUP2, BRNUP2, BRNUPl,

BRNUP, d
ik

and P
ik

, The number of bundles discharged per day from
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each zone is 0 btained from

NI = L l/dik and NZ = I l/dik

zone I zone Z

Burnups are calculated as follows:

BRNUPI = PI/(NlxUI/IOOO)

BRNUPZ = PZ /(NZxUZ / I 000)

BRNUP = (PI + PZ)/((NlxUI + NZ x UZ)/IOOO)

The middle loop is entered at this stage, and the difference

between the radial power flatness factor S and the required value SI

is tested against a convergence limit. That is, IDoS I < T4' where

DoS = S - SI. If this test is satisfied, the outer-most loop is entered

(described below); otherwise S':< is tested. If S':< = 0, signifying that the

middle loop is being entered for the first time, the initial value of 133

is used to compute the adjustment factors

xl = 1 + 01 f33DoS/WZ,

xZ = 1 OZ133 DoS /W2,

and replace W c by Xc Wc ' then return to the inner loop. On subsequent

entries to the middle loop, the change in flatness produced by the pre-

vious adjustment is used to revise 133, the new value being given by

~ 3 (S I -S ,:<) / (S -S ,:<) , befo r e cal culating xl et c. , and r etu rning to the inne r

loop.

The outer loop operates in much the same way as the middle one,

new
making adjustments until I DoKE 1 1 < T3' where D.KEI = KE - Ke 1 •
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If this test is satisfied, the computation stops and a control card is

read; otherwise KE':' is tested. If KE':' = 0, the initial value of [32 is

used to compute adjustment factors

xl = 1 + 01 [32~KE' /W2,

x2 = 1 + 02 [32~KE' /W2

and replace W by x W, then return to the inner loop. On subsequentc c c
-"

entries to the outer loop, KE"-:f. 0, [32 is replaced by a new estimate,

[32(KE' -KE':')/(KE-KE':'), before calculating the adjustments.

Some redundancy, e. g. in 01, 02, [32 and [33, has been introduced

to make variations more convenient. For example, if it is desired to

retain a value of W2 which gives a very flat power distribution in the

central zone, making T" large (e. g. 1. 0) will effectively by-pass the

middle loop and setting Q2 = a will make x2 = 1 so that only WI is adjusted

(for reactivity alone).

9. ACCURACY OF THE EIGENVALUE CALCULATION

To assess the accuracy of the eigenvalue calculation,PERIGEE was

us ed to study a bare, homogeneous, cylindrical reactor, for which

analytical results are easily obtained.

The lattice parameters were appropriate to NPD (19-e1ement) fuel

bundles at an irradiation of 0.8 neutrons /ki10barn:

T] = 1.20407 k = 1. 0673

z
O. 021873 m -zp = 0.91799 L =

1. 02817 L Z = 0.014222 -z
E = ms

f = 0.93914 KZ = 1.83555 m -z
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The reactor radius was taken as 2.2 IT1 and the height of 3.92482 IT1 was

calculated to IT1ake the geoIT1etrical buckling the saIT1e as the IT1aterial

buckling, KZ , above. The two -group equations included an extra

paraIT1eter, a, in the equation for the fast flux:

V Z<j> (A+8)<j> + Bl\J = 0 for therIT1al flux

(9. 1)
+aD<j> = 0 for fast flux.

(9. 2)

The coefficients corresponding to the lattice paraIT1eters above are

A = 45.717973 IT1- z

B = 85.852257 IT1- z

C = 70.312332 IT1- z

D = 39.962677 IT1- z

The inclusion of the paraIT1eter a IT1akes it pos sible to cOIT1pare

the norIT1al PERIGEE IT1easure of deviation froIT1 criticality (KE -1,

calculated froIT1 8 as described in Section 5.3) with the variable-k

treatIT1ent used in other cOIT1puter codes. An analytical relation between

KE and a IT1ay be derived as follows.

For a uniforIT1, bare reactor the buckling is constant and the fast

and therIT1al fluxes are proportional to one another. Therefore, the

substitutions VZ<j>= _Kz<j> and vZl\J= -Kzl\J IT1aybeIT1adein(9.1), giving

_(Kz + A + 8)<j> + Bl\J = 0

_(KZ + C)l\J +aDp = 0

The first of these gives (see Section 5.3)
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= KE-l,

whence
8 = (K Z +A) (KE-l) . (9. 3)

In order for the homogeneous equations (9.2) to have a solution, the

determinant of the coefficients must be zero. This, which is the criti-

cality condition, gives

(K Z +A+8) (Kz+C) = aBD

Substituting for 8 from (9.3) then gives

KE(KZ +A) (Kz + C) = aBD

(9.4)

and expressing A, B, C and D in terms of L
Z

, L~, etc., (see Section 2.2)

gives

(9. 5)

Since the right side of (9. 5) is unity only for a critical reactor, KE may

be expected to equal a when a reactor is critical and diverge from a as

the reactor departs from criticality. For a non-critical reactor the

geometric buckling, Kg' must be used in (9.5).

In each of the following cases, KE-l was calculated by PERIGEE

for 4 values of a in order to find 6KE 160. as well as KE la.
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Case I

Results for a mesh of 9x9x5 points and a critical reactor are

KE/a.

1.00032

1.00032

1.00032

1.00033

Thus, the finite -difference calculation overestimates the reactivity of

the critical reactor by 0.32 mk. The ratio 0 KE loa. is constant at

1. 0005.

Case II

Results for the same reactor but for a mesh spacing halved In

each direction, giving l8x18xlO points, are

a. KE-l oKE KE/o.

0.98 -19.89mk 1. 00011
20.03 mk

1. 00 + 0.14 1.00014
20.04

1. 02 20. 18 1. 00018
20.05

1. 04 40.23 1.00022

For the finer mesh the error in KE for 0.=1 is reduced from 0.32 to

0.14 mk; i. e. almost in proportion to the change in mesh spacing. The

reason for the apparent effect of a. on KIa. and 0 K/oo. is unknown.

Case III

With the same mesh as for Case I, but with the reactor made
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b b 5 Oat . . L Z d Z h 1su -critical y ala lncrease ln an L s ' t e resu ts are

j /} ~/,
(1'"," , ./ a KE-l o KE KE/a.. ';;{I!(V)

17!(! 0.98 -50. 18 mk j',g 0.969204
'~ ,--2 .. 62 mk

1. 00 -30.80 3 '} 0.969200

19.-.tr
1. 02 -11.41 ttr;- 0.969206
I,~ 3~ 0 19.37

'() 1. 04 + 7.96 0.969192

The right side of (9.5) now has the value of 0.968741; i. e. the reactor

is 31 mk sub-critical because of increased leakage. KE /a exceeds

this value by 0.46 mk, or by 0.14 mk more than in Case 1. oKE/oa is

about 1. 003 at a= 1 and again appears to depend on a.

Case IV

With the same mesh as Case I, but with the reactor made sub-

critical by doubling L Z and L~, the results are

a KE-l 6 KE KE/a

0.98 -79.28 mk 0.934510
18. 80 mk

1. 00 -60.48 0.939520
18.79

1. 02 -41. 69 0.939520
18.80

1. 04 -22.89 0.939529

Here the right side of (9. ~)) has the value 0.938945; i. e. the reactor is

61 mk sub-critical. KE/Cl exceeds this value by 0.58 mk, or by

0.26 mk more than in Cas e 1. It therefore appears that KE /a differs

from the right side of (9. ~)) by an amount proportional to the deviation

from criticality, with a constant of proportionality of about -0.004.
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The ratio eKE/eu has dropped to 0.940 but appears to be independent

of u; hence its apparent dependence on u in Cases II and III may be

spurious.

The difference between the two sides of (9. 5) may be expected to

depend upon the size of the mesh spacing and the reactor dimensions

relative to the migration length M, where M Z = L Z + L~. In the follow-

ing ta ble, M and the lattice spacings are in ern.

Reactivity
Case M S h difference

I 19.00 24.44 39.25 0.32 mk
II 19.00 12.22 19.62 0.14
III 22.60 24.44 39.25 0.46
IV 26.90 24.44 39.25 0.58

From the table it appears that, for a reactor as large as NPD, the

PERIGEE calculation of reactivity is quite satisfactory when the lattice

spacings are comparable to the migration length. For smaller or less

uniform reactors or for lattice spacings much larger than the migration

length, the reactivity errors would be greater.

10. COMPARISONS WITH ZED-2

Appendix 1 of CRRP -1159( 1) compares 1 -group calculations with

measurements of reactivity and flux-shapes in ZED -2 reported by

J. W. Hilborn in RPI - 84 (4). The same fuel arrangements, thos e of

Irradiations 1,2,3, and 7 of RPI-84, have been simulated in two -group

calculations on PERIGEE using fuel properties obtained from the D. B.

Primeau POOOF version of CRRP-873(s) with corrections made for
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z
recent up-dating of transport cross -sections, L , and moderator

absorption cross -sections. The fuel and reflector properties used

are:

A

B

C

D

NPD 19 -Element Natural

50.8895

87.3048

71.6538

47.6864

NPD 19 -Element Depleted

37.1754

87.3048

71.6538

19.9045

Reflector

1. 15304

113.6855

80.0458

o

A good estimate of the extrapolated radius was not known. Con-

sequently Irradiation 1 (no depleted fuel) was used as a reference case

and the extrapolated radius required to make Irradiation 1 critical was

found by trial to be 1.70 m. Axial extrapolation lengths were obtained

by fitting a cosine to the axial flux measurements of Irradiation 1. With

reference to Table 10. 1 below, the extrapolated height is equal to the

sum of the measured critical height and the calculated axial extrapolation

lengths. Computed excess reactivities are given for calculations made

using 1,2,3, and 12 mesh points per fuel bundle (for 12 per bundle, 4

mesh points were placed radially about the 1/6, 1/2, 5/6 points of a

given bundle).

The total reactivity change caused by the depleted fuel was esti-

mated by calculating the excess reactivities at the measured critical

heights, for no depleted fuel (values in parentheses in Table 10.1).

Thus, the single depleted bundle in Irradiation 2 has a reactivity effect

of -5.2 mk, while 12 depleted bundles have an effect of -35.5 to -36.0 mk
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in Irradiation 3 and about -34. 3 mk in Irradiation 7.

Computed and measured flux-shapes (axial and radial) for each

irradiation are compared in Figure 10.1 to 10.8. The "measured"

values shown on the graphs actually include an estimated correction

for the difference between the average cell flux and local flux in the

detector (foil).

The flux depression caused by depleted fuel seems to be over

estimated. Similarly the reactivity change due to depleted fuel is

slightly over -e stimated. Thus it would seem that the lattice parameters

us ed are somewhat pes simistic as to the reactivity of depleted fuel. For

natural fuel, the absolute reactivity error is not known since the extra

polated radius was as signed an as sumed value. However, the value

used, 1.70 m, is probably too small. Hence the reactivity of natural

fuel as given by the lattice parameter is probably somewhat large.
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TABLE 10.1

Comparison of 2-Group Calculations with ZED -2 Measurements

Fuel arranged as for
ZED -2 Irradiation Number-

Date of measurement

Number of depleted bundles

Average temperature (0 C)

D z 0 purity (wt. % D z 0)

Measured critical height (m)

Axial extrapolation lengths (m)

Extrapolated height (m)

Computed excess reactivity (mk)

1 mesh point per bundle

1 2 3 7

Aug. 15, 15: 11 Aug. 15, 15:40 Aug. 18,11:05 Aug. 18,23:14

0 1 12(close) 12 (spaced)

31. 51 31. 56 30.56 30.56

99.669 99.669 99.677 99.677

2.2772 2.3593 3. 1150 3.0807

I ~

O. 1954 O. 1954 O. 1954 O. 1954 VJ

2.4726 2.5547 3.3104 3.2751

1.4

2 mesh points per bundle

3 mesh points per bundle

12 mesh points per bundle

-0.3

0.7

-0.3

-0.8(4.4)

-1.9 (33.6)

-2.4':'(33.4)

-1.4 (34.6)

-2.2

(32.6)

':'Value in doubt because convergence incomplete.



FIGURE 10.1 IRRADIATION NO.1 AXIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
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FIGURE 10.3 IRRADIATION NO.2 AXIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
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FIGURE IDA IRRADIATION NO.2 RADIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
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FIGURE 10.5 IRRADIATION NO.3 AXIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
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FIGURE 10.6 IRRADIATION NO.3 RADIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
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FIGURE 10.7 IRRADIATION NO.7 AXIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
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FIGURE 10.8 IRRADIATION NO.7 RADIAL DISTRI BUTIONS
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11. CANDU EQUILIBRIUM AND INITIAL FUELLING

The CANDU reactor at equilibrium has been simulated as

described in Section 8. Lattice parameters for this study were

obtained from the 4th reference CANDU program. Because the dump

port tends to make the flux slightly asymmetric it was found desirable

to modify the central region slightly to reduce the power output from

a channel in the outer region immediately above the central zone.

This effect is shown, along with other output in Appendix B.

The STOKE computer code(6) has been used to investigate conditions

under which CANDU maybe operated from start -up with a minimum los s of

revenue due to departures from the equilibrium distributions of flux and

power. To determine what effect the cylindrical model used in the STOKE

treatment might have on power loss, one of the STOKE cases':< was simulated

by PERIGEE, as suming only line symmetry about a vertical line through the

center of the reactor. Figure 11. 1 shows simulated logs of electrical power

output according to the two treatments. Code letters indicate the causes of

power reduction as follows: B, bundle power limit (420 kW); C, channel

power limit (2748 kW); T, turbine limitation due to reduction in coolant inlet

temperature required to keep hottest channel outlet temperature at 560 0 F.

':<Note added in proof: As there have been improvements, not yet fully docu

mented, in the treatment of CANDU by both computer codes since this
comparison was made, the results shown in Fig. 11. 1 are not to be taken
as the best available prediction of CANDU performance.
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12 GLOSSARIES

12. 1 Glos sary of SYTI1bols in Report

The report section nUTI1bers (in parenthesis) given after each definition

indicate where the syTI1bol has been introduced in this report.

b Special axial position index, counting froTI1 b = I at the inlet

end of a given channel. (8. 2)

b ' Value of b at the axial position occupied by a fuel bundle before

being dis charged. (6. I)

b':' Old axial position of a fuel bundle being shifted to new location

b. (6. I)

Ct Conversion factor such that w = Ctept is in neutrons /kilobarn

when ep is in units of IOU neutrons/cTI1
z

-sec and t is in days.
(6. I)

Cz

Moderator level zero reference correction, in.

Extrapolation distance above TI1oderator surface, In.

(A. 3. 2)

(A.3.2)

Distance froTI1 calandria axis at k = k to dUTI1p floor, in.o
(A.3.2)

cc

Extrapolation length below dUTI1p floor, in.

Index nUTI1ber for PERIGEE control card options.

(A. 3.2)

(A. 1)

ccl to cc7 Fields designated on PERIGEE control cards.

d
ik

Dwell tiTI1e, in days, between equilibriuTI1 fuel shifts in

Channel (i, k).

(A. l)

(8. 2)

e Flux shape convergence criterion. (5. 2)



m(q, c) b-value of the q -th channel position occupied by a

fuel bundle in region C ik , in equili brium fuelling.

f

f c

h

i

j

k

1 o

i.

n

p

s
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Power limitation factor taken as the smaller of f
t

and

Fractional dwell time for region C ik .

Power limitation factor due to fuel heat rating.

Power limitation factor due to turbine and boiler

cha racte ristic s.

Distance between mesh points in the j-direction, m.

Column index 1 < i < I

Axial position index 1 < j .:. J

Row index 1 < k < K

Coordinate s of the centre of the reactor.

Neutron multiplication factor in infinite medium.

Maximum num ber of iterations permitted.

Number of iterations.

Number of bundles discharged.

Resonance escape probability.

Radius of channel (i,k), m from (io,ko,jo)

Distance between mesh points in the i and k

directions, m.

(5.4)

(8. 1)

(5.4)

(5.4)

(2. 1)

(2. 1)

(2. 1)

(2. 1)

(5. 1)

(2. 2)

(5. 2)

(8.2)

(5. 2)

(7. 1)

(2. 2)

( 5. 1)

(2. 1)
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Axial buckling adjustment factor.

Number of buckling adjustments.

Radial buckling adjustment factor.

(A.3.2)

(A. 3. 2)

(A.3.2)

t

t'

t o

Dot

Dot'

Current time, days.

Period length, days.

Initial time, days.

Final time, days.

Time step length, days.

Nominal time step length, days.

Adjustment to Dot for power level change, days.

(6. 1)

(6. 1)

(6. 1)

(6. 1)

(6. 1)

(6. 1)

(6. 1)

w r (<Pz-group !<PI -group)l r the radial flux adjustment

factor at radius r. (A.3.2.3)

w
n

xl, x2

x

y

z

Number of tabular values of w .
r

General term for xl and x2.

Irradiation adjustment factor for outer and inner core

zones, respectively.

Cartesian variable in the k - direction.

Cartesian variable in the 1 - direction.

Cartesian variable in the j - direction.

(A.3.2.3)

(8. 3)

(8. 3)

(2. 1)

(2. 1)

(2. 1)

A Arbitrary constant used to normalize the initial flux

mesh.

z - z
A,A(T,w) Defined as l/L ,m ,and supplied in a table as a

function of w for each fuel type T. It is referred to as

A. k · in the core and A in the reflector.
1 J r

(5. 1)

(2.2.4.2)
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B, B(T)
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AgreeTI1ent factor.

Defined as pDf/(D L Z
), TI1- z , and given for each fuel

t s

type T. It is referred to as B ikj in the core and B r

in the r efle cto r .

(5.4)

(42,4.2)

BRNUP Average burnup of discharged fuel at equilibriuTI1, m

TI1egawatt-days fission energy per TI1etric ton of

uraniuTI1 eleTI1ent (MWd/teU).

BRNUP1,
BRNUP2, Average burnup of dis charged fue at equilibriuTI1 in

the outer and inner core zones, MWd/TeU.

C, C(T) Defined as 1 /L~, TI1-
z

, and given for each fuel type,

T. It is referred to as C ikj in the core and C r in

the reflector.

Lattice code nUTI1ber for Channel (i, k).

1 < IC ik I ~ 50 inner core zone.

51 < ICik I ~ 89 outer core zone.

(8. 3)

(8. 3)

reflector. (4. 1)

CHAN NUTI1ber of channels in the core region of the lattice

code. (A. 3. 2)

D,D(T ,w) defined as k Dt/(D pL z), TI1- z, and supplied in a
00 f

table as a function of w for each fuel type T. It is

referred to as D ikj in the core; Dr = O. (2.2,4.2)

Two -group diffusion coefficient for the fast group. (2.2..,4.2)
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D
t

Two-group diffusion coefficient for the therm.al group. (2.2,4.2)

DAY

DELP

Day number froIT' zero at startup.

Electrical energy los s, MW( e).

(A.3.2)

(5.4)

F, F(T ,w) Ratio of the average flux in the fuel to the average

flux in the cell and tabled as a function of fuel type

T and irradiation w. (6. 2)

FPD

G

Energy output in full power days from startup at

FPD=O.

Tolerance factor.

(A.3.2)

(5.4)

H, H(T, w) Heat output factor per bundle tabled as a function of

fuel type T and irradiation w, KW /unit flux (unit flux

= 1011 neutrons/cm?'-sec). (5.4)

I Number of mesh points per row. (3. 2)

J Number of mesh points per channel. (3. 2)

K Number of mesh points per column. (3. 2)

KE Neutron multiplication factor calculated by PERIGEE. (5. 3 )

KE' Desired KE at equilibrium. (8. 3)

KEnew

KEold ,

KE':' Values of KE retained during the equilibrium cal-

culation.

L? Diffusion area, In?..

L; Slowing down area, m?.

L -S YMM Line symmetry indicator.

(8. 3)

(2.2)4.2)

(2.2,,4.2)

(3. 2)
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MH Moderator level, in.

MHMAX Maximum moderator level, in.

(A.7)

(A. 3.2)

Nl,N2

NPHI

Number of bundles discharged per day at equilibrium

in the outer and inner core zones.

Num ber of iterations on thermal flux with the fast

flux held constant.

(8. 3)

(5. 2)

NPSI Number of iterations on fast flux with the thermal flux

held constant. (5. 2)

P

P'

Nominal thermal power, or measurable power, MW. (5.4)

Unnormalized thermal power, ~ikj <PikjH(T, Wikj)'

MW.

Average power level during a time step, MW.

Bundle power rating, kW.

Maximum rated channel power output, MW.

P
ik

' P~k Normalized and unnormalized power produced by

channel (i,k), kW.

eq
P ik Design channel power or equilibriurr: channel

power, kW.

P·
k

" P~k' Normalized and unnormalized bundle power, kW.
1 J 1 J

p t ,pHAt Normalized thermal power before and after a time

step, MW.

(5.4)

(6. 3)

(5.4)

(5.4)

(5.4)

(5.4)

(5.4)

(6. 3)

PBAR

PMAX

Average channel power, P ik ' kW.

Maximum channel power, (P 'k) , kW.
1 max.

(5.4,8.3)

(5.4,8.3)



PM1N

PSMAX

PI, P2

01, Q2

.6.R

S

S ':<

SI

SK
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Minimum channel power, (P 'k) . ,kW.. I mIn,

Maximum bundle power, (P· k ·) ax ' kW.
I J m .

Fission power produced in outer and inner core

zones at equilibrium, MW.

Dis charge irradiation adjustment factor m outer and

inner core zones.

Extrapolated radius at axial position, b, m.

Minimum radius of zone in which axial buckling

adjustment may be applied, m.

Tabular interval of radial adjustment factors w r

Radial flatness factor, PBAR/PMAX.

Desired value of S.

Value of S before an adjustment.

i-coordinate of channel to be shifted, or ring

k-coordinate of channel to be shifted, or blank for a

ring shift.

(5.4,8.3)

(5.4,8.3)

(8.3)

(8. 3)

(A.3.2.2)

(A.3.2.3)

(A.3.2.3)

(8. 3)

(8. 3)

(8. 3)

(7. 1)

(7. 1)

SB
b

Old axial position b>:< of a bundle being shifted to

new axial posibon b. Also used to specify addition

of fresh fuel (See T). (7.1)

T Fuel type designation number. (4. 2)
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Fuel TypeT

Inner Zone Outer Zone SBb ZTb wikb (fresh fuel)

1 5 50 0 +0

2 6 51 1 -0 (_lO-zo)

52 2
-,-3 7 +W-'>

-'-4 8 53 3 -W-'-

TYPE

TIME

Ul, U2

Geometry type of reactor.

Real computing time, minutes (time clock set to 0

when EQUIL or X is entered).

Uranium weight per bundle (cell) in the outer and

inner core zones, kilograms,

(A. 3. 2)

(8, 3)

(8. 3)

VPHI,
VPHI· k · Denominator of expression for thermal flux q" q,'k" (2,1)

1 J 1 J

t::..VPHI
t::.. VPHI Increment to VPHI calculated after each thermal or

ikj

VPSI,
VPSI.

k
,

1 J

one group flux iteration.

Denominator of expression for fast flux ljJ, ljJ'k"
1 J

(5. Z)

(2. 1)

AVP SI,
A VP SI· k , Increment to VPSI calculated after each fast flux

1 J

i~teration (see AVPHI). (5,2)

Wl, W2 Discharge irradiation of fuel from outer and inner

core zones, MWD /TeU. (8. 3)

w':' Irradiation bias for computer recognition of fuel

types T = 3,4,7 and 8, n/kb. (4.2)
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W
c

WMAX

Z

Zl
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General tenTI for WI, W2.

Upper bound on fuel irradiation (EAUX only).

Axial extrapolated length divided by 2.

Length from transverse midplane of the mesh to

the axial extrapolated boundary at:

(8. 2)

(8. 2)

(5. I)

NPD

both ends

CANDU

east end

ZED-2

bottom (A.3.2)

Z2 Length from transverse midplane of the mesh to axial

extrapolated boundary at:

NPD

not used

CANDU

west end

ZED-2

top

ZI i-coordinate of channel or ring number C ik · (A.6)

ZK k-coordinate of channel or blank if ZI is a ring

number. (A.6)

Z T b Code used to specify fuel type at axial location b at

startup (See T).

a Iteration acceleration parameter.

Eigenvalue adjustment factor.

Irradiation adjustment factor for 2-group reactivity

control.

Irradiation adjustment factor for radial power

flatnes s control.

Irradiation convergence factor (EAUX only).

(A.6)

(5.2)

(5.2)

(8. 3)

(8. 3)

(8. 2)
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Degree of flux shape convergence,

n n-l
L:'k·<j>'k·/L:·k,<j>·k· 1J1J 1J1J

Number of mesh spacings from a given mesh point

(i, k, j) to the extrapolated radius R
b

, measured in

the k-direction.

E ' 1 -21genva ue, ill •

Cur rent eigenvalue.

Previous eigenvalue.

Desired eigenvalue.

Value of a preceding a reactivity adjustment.

Initial estimate of a.

a for current iteration.

(5.2)

(5.2)

(3. 1)

(2. 1)

(8. 3)

(8. 3)

(8. 3)

(8. 3)

(A.7)

(5. 2)

K 2 , K2 (T , w) Buckling, m -2, ta bled as a function of fuel type T

and irradiation w. It is referred to as Kfkj in the

core and K~ in the reflector.

Factor used to account for each missing neighbor

of a given me sh point nea r a bounda ry, defined in

such a way that <j>a+ 1 = }..<j>a where a is any index

i,k or j.

Ratio of thermal power to fission power.

Number of mesh spacings from a given mesh point

(i, k, j) to the extrapolated radius R
b

, measured in

the i-direction.

(2. 1)

(2.1,3.1)

(5.4)

(3. 1)
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P Core point eigenvalue weighting factor. (2. 1)
c

PI' Reflector point eigenvalue weighting factor. (2.1)

(J" Channel fuelling direction indicator. (A. 4.3)

~ep,~z4J Summation of the fluxes at the two axial neighbours. (2.1,2.2)

64ep,644J SumITlation of the fluxes at the four lateral neigh-

bours in CANDU type geometry.

~8ep, ~84J SumITlation of the fluxes at the eight lateral neigh-

bours in NPD type geoITletry.

~6}..'k·
1 J'

(2.1,2.2)

(2.1,2,2)

Summation of }.. values at all neighbouring mesh points

for CANDU type and NPD type geometry, respectively,
(2.1,2.2)

~ 'k"ep'k' Summation of fluxes at all mesh points.
1 J 1 J

T Flux iteration convergence criterion.

(4.2)

(5. 2)

TZ

ep, ep'k'
1 J

x

Criterion used to invoke the type of shape test

(normal or wide).

Reactivity, or eigenvalue convergence limit.

Radial flatness convergence limit,

Reactivity (2 group) or eigenvalue (1 group) con-

vergence limit for conve rgence of axial irradiation

distributions.

Average thermal flux in cell (i, k, j), in units of

lIZ
10 neutrons/ern -sec.

Average fast to thermal flux ratio.

(5. 2)

(8. 3)

(8, 3)

(8, 3)

(2. 1)

(5. 1)



\jJ, \jJ 'k'
1 J

w, w
ikj

'
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Average fast flux in cell (i, k, j), in units of

lIZ10 neutrons /cm -sec.

Irradiation of bundle (i,k,j) or (i,k, b), neutrons/

kilobarn.

(2. 2)

(4.2,6,1)

12.2 Glossary of Labels on Computer Output

In general the labels printed on the line printer to identify numeri-

cal output correspond so closely to the symbols used in the report and

listed in the first section of the Glossary that the meanings are obvious.

Typical changes are as follows:

1. Greek letter symbols are usually spelled out; e. g. , ALPHA,

RHO, THETA.

2. Lower-case letters are replaced by capital letters; e. g. H, L,S

for h, 1, s.

3. Superscripts, subs cripts and accents are spelled out; e. g. RHO C,

new
NEWK, KPRIMEforp, K andK'.

c
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APPENDIX A: CASE PREPARATION

A. 1 Control Cards

The PERIGEE programs employ control cards to initiate input /

output operations, and to enter any prograITl loop. Control cards are

punched in the forITlat:

Columns: 1-2

Field: xx

~~aiMrrv ccl

11-12

xx

cc2

21-22

xx

cc3

31-32

xx

cc4

41-42

xx

cc5

51-52

xx

cc6

58-60

±xx

cc7

As a convenience, the remainder of the card is generally used to describe

in words its function. Fields ccl and cc2 must contain the saITle integer

cc, such that 0 < cc < 40, where cc is the relative position in a Transfer

Vector Table of the entry point address to which control will be transfer

red. If ccl :1 cc2 or if ccl > 40, an error exit is taken which prints the

indicator CCERR at the console (see Error Indications, Sec. A. 10).

The functions of the control cards are given below. Control cards

applicable just to PERIGEE-2 are denoted (2) following the address;

siITlilarly (1) refers to PERIGEE -1.

The positions in the Transfer Vector Table which serve to relate

various sections of the code and are not used as Control Card entries are

listed as Addres s Constants.

cc Address

o EXIT COITlputer stop. Control is transferred to the console,

where an octal address xxxxx and indicator FINI are



cc Adress

A.2

typed out. The next control card may be read and

computation resumed by pressing END MESSAGE,

or, if the card reader is re-loaded, by

,Z (END MESSAGE)

,xxxxxG(END MESSAGE).

1

2

3

4

INITL

DO

GA(2)

G( 1)

JOCOS

Compute basic constants from Case Data required

by all program sections.

See Appendix A. 2.

Call NTERP and SPINT, and store A(T, w)'k' in AA.
1 J

If IIxKxJ I > 5250 mesh points, call Section COpy

to write Wikj on magnetic tape. Call NTERP and

SPINT, and store K
2 (T ,w) 'k' in KAPAO.

1 J

Generate starting flux approximation from

<Pl'kJ' = A(cos 7Th (j_j )) J (2.40483 rik\
2Z 0 0 R

b
)

in PSI.

tV ikj =

tV'k'1 J

<P· k · ,
1 J

In (2). Store <P'k' in PHI, and
1 J

5

6

v

ITER8

Generate VPHIikj and VPSIikj(2); store in VPHI

and VPSI(2). Normally V is called by section X

or EQUIL. However, it is convenient for checking

purposes to call V by control card.

Solve the diffusion equations for <P'k" e, and tV.
k

.(2)
1 J 1 J

and KE(2).
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•

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

GD(2)

ERROR(l )

PSLUG

DATA

PHI

OPOWR

VPHI

AA(2)

KAPPA(l)

DD(2)

KAPAO( 1)

OCODE

VPSI(2)

LEVEL(1)

PSI(2)

LEVEL+3(1)

LCODE

Call NTERP and SPINT, and store D(T,w)'k' in DD.
1 J

CCERR is typed out on console, and computer lapses

into "Solicit Type -in" state,

Address constant of array PSLUG containing P· k ·
1 J

(required by cc=2, DO),

Read and print Case Data,

Address constant of array PHI containing ep'k"
1 J

Address constant of array OPOWR containing P
ik

,

Address constant of array VP HI containing VPHI.
k

.,
1 J

Address constant of array AA containing A ikj .

Addres s constant of array KAPP A containing 'K z
ikj

:::Z
or K

ikj

Address constant of array DD containing D ikj ,

Address constant of array KAPAO containing K~k'
1 J

Address constant of array OCODE containing C ik '

Addre s s constant of array VPSI containing VPSI
ikj

~

~ Z ~ Z Z
Compute K

ikj
or Kikj' and save K

ikj

Address constant of array PSI containing ljJ'k"
1 J

~

Compute K
1

Z•
kJ

, or ~Kz and over -write KZ if
ikj' ikj

II x K x J I > 5250 and s > 1.
n

Read and print Lattice Code Data, Generate and

print C ik ' (See A. 4),



cc Address
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19

20

21

22

23

OMEGA

Ht2

AUTO

TABLE

X

Address constant of array OMEGA containing w
ikj

Normalize flux to fission power P /fJ.. Store P ik ,

P'k'1 J

Transfer control to sections DATA, INITL,

LCODE, TABLE, ZOMGA, JOCOS. PERIGEE-l

also writes Wikj on magnetic tape if II x K x J I
> 5,250 mesh points.

Read fuel property tables (see Section A. 5).

Read and print Time-step Data (see Section A. 7).

Enter time-step calculation. If cc3 > 0, sub-

routine TEST will be called to compute the power

limitation factor ft and electrical power lost DELP.

If cc4 > 0, a time step will be made immediately

without re -calculating the flux at the initial time.

In 1 -group, an adjustment is made to the flux near

the reflector, if w n > 3:

q,"k,(r) = w q,'k,(r) where r is the radius of
1 J r 1 J

channel (i, k) and w r is obtained by interpolation

within tables of w = q, / q, r
r 2 -group 1 -grouPlr'

24 ERROR(2)

Xt2( 1)

As for cc = 7.

As for cc = 23, X, but without adjustment to flux

near reflector.
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ation,

..

25

26

27

28

ERROR

ZOMGA

H

IRRAD

As for cc = 7,

Read and print fuel type locations for zero irradi-

..I.. >:~

Generate w'k' = +0, -0, + w'·' , -w
1 J

according to the fuel type at location (i, k, j) .

As for cc = 2 0, except that P ikj not stored.

Section H, rather than H+2, is entered from X and

EQUIL in PERIGEE-l if mesh size IIxKxJ I > 5,250,

in order to prevent over -writing W'k"
1 J

Call NTERP and SPINT, calculate

where
t

6.W'k'
1 J

t t
= <\>'k' F(T ,w'k')C 6.t

1 J 1 J

29

3'0

ERROR(2)

FUDGE(l)

ERROR(2)

As for cc = 7.

Compensate for flux elevation near and in reflector

by making a radial adjustment to the flux in order

to approximate 2 -group distributions, That is,

<\>'k' - w <\> 'k'
1 J r 1 J

where w r = <\>2 - group /<\>l-group I r(i, k) ,

As for cc = 7.

FUDGE+4( l) Reverse of FUDGE.

31 MTDO See input/output (Section A. 2).
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cc Address

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

OEQP

STOP

EQUIL

EXTRA

A

SORTl

SORT2

ERROR

ERROR

Address constant of array OEQP containing P:~.

Normal computer stop. Control is transferred to

DIRECTOR.

Equilibrium data are read and printed, and

equilibrium loop entered.

Spare subroutine which may be assembled

separately to do special calculations if required.

The memory space reserved is 200 s or 12810

words.

Input/output of w.
k

" In condensed form, using the
I J

following convention:

cc3 = 0, READ w
ikj

cc3 = 1 , PRINT w
ikj

cc3 = 2, PUNCH wOk'I J

See Input/Output (Section A. 2) for formats.

Read and print Single-channel and/or Ring Shift

Data, and perform specified fuel shifts.

Read and print Two -channel Shift Data, and perform

specified fuel shifts.

As for cc = 7.

As for cc = 7.

•

Figure A. 1 contains a list of some control card possibilities

showing typical function des criptions.
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Figure A. 1

SOME CONTROL CARD POSSIBILITIES FOR PERIGEE-l AND -2

FIELD

CCI CC2 CO CC4 CC5 CC6 CC7

EXIT 00
1 INITL 01
2 02 08 01 03 24 01 DO PSLUG*10 PR 24/

2 02 10 03 03 PHI BINRY READ

2 02 10 04 03 PHI BINRY PUNCH

2 02 10 01 03 24 DO PHI PRINT 24/

2 02 11 01 02 24 DO POWER PR 24/

2 02 12 01 03 24 3VPHI PR/24 *1000

2 02 13 01 03 24 2AA PR/24 *100

2 02 14 01 03 24 2DD PR/24 *100

2 02 15 02 02 16 DO CODE PUNCH 16/

2 02 16 01 03 24 3VPSI PR/24 *1000

2 02 17 01 03 24 PSI PR124

2 02 19 01 03 24 +03 OMEGA*1000 PR 24/

2 02 32 00 02 01 00 EQP READ 16/

2 02 32 01 02 16 00 EQP PRNT 16/
3 GA 03
4 JOCOS 04
7 GD 07
9 DATA 09

18 LCODE 18
20 H+2 20
21 AUTO 21
22 TABLE 22
23 X 23
23 X 23 01 TEST
23 X 23 HAVE 01 PHI 01 TEST
24 X+2 24
26 ZOMGA 26
27 H 27
29 FUDGF 29
30 FUDGE+430
31 MTDO "\1 10 PHI 00 TRFAD 00 CASE 01
31 MTDO ':11 10 PHI 00 TREAD 01 DATA 01
31 MTDO 31 15 OCOD=- 00 TREAD 00 CASE 03 N+84
31 MTDO 31 15 aCOD':: 01 TWR IT 00 CASE 03 N+84
31 MTDO 31 17 PSI 00 TREAD 00 CASE 02
31 MTDO 31 17 PSI 01 TWRIT 00 CASE 02
31 MTDO 31 19 OMEGA 00 TRFAD 01 DATA 00
31 "1TDO 31 19 OMEGA 00 TREAD 00 CASE 00
31 MTDO 31 19 OMEGA 01 TWRIT 00 CASF 00
33 STOP 33
34 EQUIL 34
35 EXTRA 35
36 A 36 READ 00
36 A 36 PRNT 01
36 A 36 PNCH 02
37 SaRTI 37
38 SORT2 38
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A.2 Input/Output

A. 2.1 Section DO (cc = 2)

Two- and three-dimensional arrays may be read, printed, or

punched by rows of I elements for each of J (I, K) planes,

required by DO are:

Parameters

•

Field Code Number

cc3 8

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

19

32

Array

1 -Group 2 -Group

P'k' P'k'1 J 1 J

<j>'k' <j>'k'1 J 1 J

P P
ik ik

VPHI'k' VPHI. k ,
1 J 1 J

~Z ::::z
K'k,orK'k' A'k'

1 J 1 J 1 J

z
Kikj D

ikj

C ik C ik

VPSI. k ,
1 J

~'k'1 J

Field

cc4

Code Number

o

1

2

3

4

Mode

READ

PRINT

PUNCH

BINARY READ

BINAR Y PUNCH



..

Field

cc5

cc6

cc7

Code Number

2

3

o

16

24

N.A.

±xx

A.9

Array Type

2 -dimensional

3 -dimens ional

Format

6(±x. xxxxxO±xx)

16(±xxxx)

24(±xxxx)

BINAR Y (24 words / card) if cc 4 > 2

±xx
Exponent of scale fa ctor 1_0 us ed to

shift the decimal point ±xx places to

the right before an input /output opera-

tion. Original decimal point location

restored upon completion of input/out-

put.

,

(I)
The reader is referred to CRRP -1159 for additional information about,

and flow chart for, Section DO.

A. 2. 2 Section MTDO (cc = 31)

The PERIGEE codes reserve 100 blocks of magnetic tape storage

at 256 words per block for each case num~ "CASE", starting at block

number 1 00 (CASE + 1). Case numbers must be positive integers. The

first 99 blocks of magnetic tape storage (blocks 1 to 99) are reserved for

possible future use as program storage. For a given case number CASE

and first block number B = 100 (CASE + 1), the magnetic tape storage
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IS sub -divided as follows:

Blocks Number of Words Block Code Number Usual Storage

B to B+27 7168 0 Wikj

B+28 to B+55 7168 1 <Pikj

B+56 to B+83 7168 2 lj; 'k'
1 J

B+84 to B+86 768 3 C ik

B+87 to B+89 768 4 Spare

B+90 to B+99 2560 5 Spare

The magnetic tape unit number "UNIT", the case number

"CASE", and data number "DATA" may be specified on the title cards

described in Section A. 3 below. With the aid of the following control

card field parameters Section MTDO may be used to read from or

write on any of the six storage areas reserved for the current case

number or data case number.

..

Field Code Number Array

cc3 10 <P'k'1 J

15 C ik

17 lj;'k'1 J

19 w
ikj •

32 peq
ik

If desired any other array may be specified by the code number given in

Section A. 2.1.
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•

Field

cc4

cc5

Code NUITIber Function

0 Read frOITI tape (TREAD)

I Write on tape (TWRIT)

0 Use storage reserved for 'ICASE'!

I Use storage reserved for !tDATA"

Block Code NUITIber Blocks

cc6 0 B to B+27

1 B+28 to B+55

2 B+56 to B+83

3 B+84 to B+86

4 B+87 to B+89

5 B+90 to B+99

A. 2. 3 Section A (cc = 36)

In order to ITIiniITIize the tiITIe for reading, printing, and punching

the fuel irradiations W.
k

', Section A was devised to search the lattice
1 J

code C
ik

and perforITI the required input/output operation for lines of

ITIesh points in the core only. The lattice code is searched starting frOITI

C 1 1 by rows to C I K' For channels in the core (i. e. IC ik 1< 90), the, ,

irradiations are taken in sequence froITI j=l to J.

Control card field cc3 selects the forITI of operation as follows:

cc3 = 0, read w
ikj

froITI cards

= 1, print wikj on the line -printer

= 2, punch w.
k

. on cards.
1 J



A total of
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(CHAN x J + 9)/10 I . t cards are read or punched, 10In eger

words per card, in the format 1O(±xxxxx), where CHAN is the number

of channels in the core (see Cas e Data, Section A. 3). For print -outs,

it is convenient to print all the irradiations in a given channel on one

line from wik 1 to wikJ' The number of words per line may not exceed

15, since this number requires 120 columns which is the size limit of

the LP -12 printer. Hence if I J I> 15, just 15 words per line will be

printed.

•
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A.3 Case Data

Parameters required only by PERIGEE-2 or PERIGEE-l are

denoted (2) or (1).

• A. 3. 1 Title Cards

• Card 1:

Card 2:

Case 3:

Magnetic tape unit number UNIT in columns 6-10; re

mainder of card may contain any desired comment.

For the A. E. C. L. G-20, the unit number may be 14410 ,

14510 , or 14610 - equivalent to 22°8 , 221 8 or 222 8 res

pectively.

Case number CASE in columns 6-10; remainder of card

may contain any desired comment.

Data case number DATA in columns 6-10; remainder of

card may contain any desired comment.

A. 3. 2 Case Data Required by Section INITL

Card 1

•

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

I: I I I = number of columns in mesh. If I > 0, k-j sym

metric plane at i= 1/2.

J: IJ I = number of mesh points along a channel. If J > 0,

:i -k symmetric plane at j=J+ 1/2 .

K: IK I = number of rows in mesh. If K > 0, i-j symmetric

plane at k=l /2.

h = axial distance between mesh points along a channel, m.

s = square mesh spacing, m.
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Card 1 (Cont'd)

6.

7.

Card 2

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. ( 1)

(2)

Card 3

1.

2.

Q = iteration acceleration parameter.

13 = 8 S /8e = eigenvalue adjustment factor.

I. = permitted maximum number of iterations.

e - flux-shape convergence criterion.

T = eigenvalue convergence criterion.

TZ = shape test selection criterion, m-z

Pc = eigenvalue weighting factor in the core.

Pr = eigenvalue weighting factor in the reflector.

K Z = reflector buckling, m -z .
r

Blank.

Zl = length from the transverse midplane to axial extra -

polated boundary: at both ends of the reactor, in

NPD -type geometry; at the j = 1 end, in CANDU-

type geometry.

Zz = length from transverse midplane to axial extra-

polated boundary at the j=J end in CANDU -type

geometry only. Blank for NPD -type geometry.

•
•

•

3. CHAN = number of fuel channels represented in mesh, as

shown in the lattice code.

4. TYPE = Geometry type. TYPE = 0, CANDU-type, TYPE> 0,

NPD-type.
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Card 3 (Cont'd)

(2) X = approximate fast-to-thermal flux ratio .

•

5. (1)

6. (1)

Sa = axial buckling adjustment factor.

s = radial buckling adjustment factor.
r

(2) NPHI = number of thermal flux iterations per NPHI-NPSI

cycle.

7. (1)

(2 )

Card 4

s = number of buckling adjustments (0, 1,2, ... n).
n

NPSI = number of fast flux iterations per NPHI-NPSI cycle.

1. MH MAX = maximum moderator height, in. (For calandria

tubes arranged horizontally only. If arranged verti-

cally, MH MAX = 0).

•

2.

3.

4 .

5.

6.

7.

c 1 = zero reference correction for moderator level, In.

The distance from row k=K + 1 to the location where

the moderator level is taken to be zero, measured

positive in the direction of decreasing k. See figure

2 of reference 1.

C z = extrapolation distance above moderator surface, In.

P = nominal thermal power, MW.

P = maximum rated channel thermal power output.
c

P b = maximum rated bundle thermal power output.

Nominal Thermal Power P
/-L =

Fission Power
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Card 5

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

DAY = Day number from startup at DAY = 0.

FPD = Energy output in full power days from startup

at FPD=O.

C3 = length from calandria axis at k=k to dump
o

floor, in. (if no dump floor, c 3 = c4 = 0).

C4 = extrapolation length below dump floor, In.

G = tolerance factor applied to the equilibrium channel

powers P~: during calculation of the turbine power

limitation fa cto r ft'

•

6. L-SYMM = line symmetry designator, if L-SYMM=O, no line-

symmetry. If L-SYMM > 0, then line-symmetry is

assumed.

7. w':' = irradiation bias to indicate fuel types T = 3,4,7

and 8, n/kb.

A. 3. 2. 2 Extrapolated radii R b , m. Sufficient cards to contain IJ Ivalues of R b , m.

A. 3. 2. 3 (For PERIGEE-1 only) w marker card and table. Format 7 (±xxx. xxxxx).
r

Card 1

1. w n = number of entries in table of w = ~2-group/~1-grouplr' •r

2. R = minimum value of R, m.
0

3. AR = increment in R, m.

Cards 2,3, ....

Sufficient cards to contain w values of w .
n r
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A.4 Lattice Code Data

Program Section LCODE may be used to generate the lattice

code C ik as follows:

A. 4. 1 Ring Data

Any number of cards, in the format 3(±xxx. xxxxx). Word 1 of

the last card must be zero (blank). Each card contains:

1. C = lattice code number to be assigned to all channels

such that R. < R'
k

< R t' where R'k = S~i-i )\(k-k )z
ln - 1 ou 1 0 0

2. R in , m.

3. Rout, m.

A. 4. 2 Special Channels

Any number of cards, in the format 26(±xx). Each card contains:

1. C = lattice code number to be assigned to the accompanying

pairs of coordinates.

2.

3-26

Blank

Up to 12 pairs of (i, k) coordinates to be assigned lattice code

number C in word 1.

•
A. 4.3 Channel Directions

One card in the format 2(±xx).

1. Blank

2. (J" = 0, all C
ik

> O.

(J" = +1, signs of C
ik

alternate. C
lK

> O.

(J" = -1 , signs of C
ik

alternate. C
lK

< O.
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A.5 Fuel Property Tables

A. 5. 1 Marker Card

The marker card contains 32 integers in the format 32(xx) which

are the number of entries, not counting the ta bular interval, in each of

the following 32 tables of 4 fuel properties for 8 fuel types T. The table

sequence is as follows:

•

For each fuel property, the fuel types are in sequence from T= 1 to T=8.

If a particular table is not required, the number of entries for that table

PERIGEE-l

H(T, w)

F(T, w)

2 -2
K (T, w) (m )

Spare

PERIGEE-2

1 1 2
H(T,w) (kw/(IO neutrons/em -sec))

F(T, w)

A(T ,w) (m -2 )

D(T,w) (m-
2

)

is set to zero. All tables required should have at least 3 entries, which

is the minimum number required by the AECL Library Program C-1-2

SNAP( z) for single precision interpolation. The total number of entries

and tabular intervals may not exceed 608, for PERIGEE-2, or 636, for

PERIGEE-I.

A. 5.2 Tables

Each table consists of sufficient cards to contain the tabular in-

terval in word 1, card 1, and all table entries. Format 8(±xx. xxxxxx).

A. 5.3 Constants (PERIGEE -2 only)

Format 8(±xx. xxxxxx)

•
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Card 1: B(T) for T=1 to 8, -2
rn

for 8,
_2

Card 2· C(T) T=1 to rn

Card 3:

• A r
1

in the reflector, -21. = - rn .
L 2

2. B r
pDf

in the reflector, -2
= rn2

LsD t

3. C r
1

in the reflector, -2= rn
L 2

s
4-8 Spare.

•
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A. 6 Fuel Types for Zero Irradiation

Section ZOMGA generates the irradiation mesh w.
k

' at startup,
1 J

Each card contains the following IJ 1+ 2 parameters in the format

26(±xx).

1. ZI = i-coordinate of channel, or ring number

2. ZK = k-coordinate of channel, or blank if ZI is a ring number

3 to IJI+2. ZT b = fuel type code for axial position b in channel (ZI,

ZK) or ring ZI.

The fuel code is as follows:

•

Fuel Type Code Z Tb

o

1

2

3

Fuel TypeT Irradiation

Inner Zone Outer Zone

1 5 +0

_zo
2 6 -0. (-10 )

-"
3 7 +W"-

4 8 -W""

Any number of cards may be read, with the last card blank (word 1

equal to zero).

..
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A.7 Time -Step Data

Section X (cc=23) and X+2 (cc=24) require a single data card In

the format 5(±xxx. xxxxx) containing:

• 1. P = Nominal thermal power, MW, for the time from the

current time t to t+t l
, where t' is given in word 5.

2. MH = Moderator level, in., for the time interval from the

current time to to t+t', where t' is given in word 5.

3. e
o

-z
= Initial estimate of eigenvalue, m If e = 0 (blank), the

o

•
"

current value of e in memory will be used instead of O.

Hence e must be non-zero the first time into Section X
o

or X+2.

4. ~t' = Nominal time-step function.

5. t 1 = Period length.

If MH > MH MAX, the moderator level is taken to be MH MAX -

that is, full tank (no boundary corrections for level). Both ~tl and t l

may be negative, if reverse time-steps are desired .
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A. 8 Fuel-Shift Data

A. 8.1 One-Channel Shifts

Any nUITlber of one -channel and lor ring shifts ITlay be perforITled

by a single call of section SaRTI (cc=37). Each fuel shift is defined by

IJI +2 paraITleters on a fresh card in the forITlat 26(±xx). A blank card

(word I equal to zero) following the last fuel shift data card terITlinates

the shift loop. Each card contains:

1. SI = i-coordinate, or ring nUITlber, of channel to be shifted.

2. SK = k-coordinate, or blank for a ring shift, of channel to be

shifted.

•

3. to IJI +2. *SB
b

= Old axial position b of source bundle going to new

position b.

Fre sh fuel ITlay be placed at location (SI, SK, SB
b

) according to

the following code:

SB b Fuel Type T wikb

Inner Zone Outer Zone

50 I 5 +0

51 2 6 _ O( -1 O-z 0 )

"',
52 3 7 +W" •

-',
53 4 8 -W'" ..

A. 8. 2 Two-Channel Shifts

As with one - channel shifts, any nUITlber of pairs of channels ITlay

be shifted by a single call of section SORT2 (cc=38). Two cards are



•
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read at a time in the format 26(±xx}, each card containing IJI +2

parameters. Two blank cards following the last two - channel shift data

cards terminates the shift loop.

Card 1:

1. SI I = i-coordinate of channel number one in the pair to be

shifted.

2. SK' = k-coordinate of channel number one in the pair to be

shifted.

3 to IJI +2. SBb = old axial position b':' of source bundle going to

new axial position b in channel one. If SB~ < 0, then

Card 2·

source bundle is from location of channel two.

1. SI I' = i-coordinate of channel number two ln the pair to be

shifted.

2. SK" =k-coordinate of channel number two in the pair to be

shifted.

3 to IJI +2. SBb= old axial position b* of source bundle going to

new axial pos ition b in channel two. If SB" < 0, then
b

• source bundle is from location of channel one.
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A.9 Equilibrium Data

A. 9. 1 Table of Dwell Time Fractions

Nine cards, ten words per card in the format 1O(±x. xxxxx) con-

taining dwell time fractions f c for all lattice code regions in the core

(1 < C < 89) in sequencefromf1 tofS9 '- -
A. 9. 2 Other Parameters

Three cards, in the format 7(±xxx. xxxxx). Those which apply

only to PERIGEE-l are denoted (1); similarly (2) for PERIGEE-2.

Card 1:

•

1. W2 = Discharge, or average, irradiation of inner core

zone fuel.

2. WI = Discharge, or average, irradiation of outer core

zone fuel.

3. ( 1 ) 81 = Desired eigenvalue.

(2) KEI = Desired reactivity.

Desired value of radial . - max4. 51 = flattenmg 5 = P ik IP ik .

5. T3 = Reactivity (2 -group) or eigenvalue (I-group) conver-

gence limit.

6. = Radial flatnes s convergence limit. •T"
7. TS = Reactivity (2 -group) or eigenvalue (I-group) conver- •

gence limit for convergence of axial irradiation dis-

tributions.
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Card 2·

oW
1. 132 = oKE = Irradiation adjustment factor for 2 -group

reactivity control .

= oW /oe = Irradiation adjustment factor for I-group

eigenvalue control.

2 3 oW I d" d' f f d' 1. f3 = -- = rra labon a Justment actor or ra la power
oS
flatnes s control.

3. P = Nominal thermal power, MW.

4. U2 = Weight of uranium per bundle (cell) in the inner

core zone.

5, U 1 = Weight of uranium per bundle (cell) in the outer core

zone.

6. '( = Irradiation convergence factor (used in EAUX for time-

averaged irradiation calculations only).

7. WMAX = Upper bound on fuel irradiation (EAUX only).

Card 3:

1. 02 = Weighting factor on irradiation adjustments to the inner

core zone.

2. 01 = Weighting factor on irradiation adjustments to the outer

core zone.

3-7 Spare
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A. 10 Error Indications

Detection of one of the following conditions causes the computer

to stop, type out the appropriate error indicator and octal address

xxxxx, and lapse into the "solicit type-in" state: •
Indicator

1. CCERR

2. Kl < 0

3. LIMIT

4. NUTS

5. TWICE

Pos sible Condition

(a) Control card fields ccl and cc2 contain a number

outside the range a ~ n ~ 40, or cel =/. cc2.

(b) Liebmann acceleration parameter a < 0; flux

calculation not pos sible.

(c) IIxKxJ\ > 7, 000. Mesh size exceeds space reser

vations (PERIGEE -1 only).

More than one mesh point outside axial extrapolated

boundary on any channel inlet end at j= 1. Calculation

of VPHI'k' and VPSI'k' not possible.
1 J 1 J

Pos sible error indicator printed on the line -printer if

the limiting number of iterations £. is reached, Com-

putation continues without further flux iterations,

Equilibrium subroutine EAUXI requires J distinct

integers m(q, c), which are the bundle history, for

inner and outer core zones, Error is signified if a

member of the set m(q, c) is missing,

Same bundle to be shifted to two separate locations,

which is impos si ble.



6. TWRIT

7. TREAD

8. VERIF

•
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Magnetic tape write operation failure.

Magnetic tape read operation failure.

Binary card read (Section DO) check-sum verification

failure.

The following console procedure may be used to resume compu-

tation by reading the next control card (assuming the card-reader has

been correctly loaded):

,Z (END MESSAGE)

,xxxxxG(END MESSAGE),

where xxxxx is the octal address typed out with the error indicator.
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APPENDIX B

CANDU Equilibrium

The following page s contain typical input and output information for

CANDU equilibrium calculations .

•

Page

B-2,3

B.4

B.5

B.6

B.7

B.8

B.9

B.lO

B.ll

B.12

Des cription

Input, listed directly from cards.

Output, labelled geometry data.

Output, lattice code generated from data.

Output, labelled equilibrium data.

Output from 2 passes around inner loop, 1 around outer loop

(intermediate loop suppressed).

Output for inner (twice) and outer loops

Output, relative dwell times for each channel

Output, channel powers in kilowatts, thermal

Output, lattice code for alternative (symmetrical) central

zone; cf. B.5.

Output, channel powers for B. 11; d. B.lO.



UNIT
CASE
DATA

144
7
6

$220

B-2

PERIGEE-2
CANDU EQUILIBRIUI~ OCT.801963

21 AUTO 21

12.
120.

2.5425
118.

3.033

- 12.
0.005
2.5425

112.5
O.

2.503
3.033

- 24.
2.2

153.
3.937

100.5

3.033
3.033

0.496
0.05
o.

655.1
3.937

3.033
2.503

0.2286
1.
0.8
3.
0.0

3.033
o.

1.4
O.
1.

500.
1.0

3.033

60.

1.
0.9449
5.0

3.033

•

1.
?
3.
4.

5 5.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

o.
0.2
0.4
0.7
0.9
1.15
1.34
1.55
1.73
1.92
2.05
o.

.2

.4

.7

.9
1.15
1.34
1.55
1.73
1.92
2.05
2.26
o.

LATTICE CODE

4 0 (4 10)
55 0 (5~ 10) (2) 16) (3 ~ 8)
61 0 7 5 8 6 8 19 3 21
90 0 10 15 1 22 2 22 3 22

1

1515 0 01515 0 01515 0 01515 0 01515 0 01515 0 01515 0 01515 0 0,1 65 - - 1 65--

H{t,(A)) (.200000
1_.~t...JJ, l·305527....., -r--,- r 200000

Hl1;W),"';.J L: 264344
J;.J,t. r: 2 0 0 0 0 0

~fA.-:~'1: 305 5 2 7
-r.200000

, d.. -""l.: 264344

.200000

.629391

.200000

.659845

.200000

.629391

.200000

.659845

.312763

.301361

.220455

.264368

.312763

.301361

.220455

.264368

.687719

.625742

.745991

.653864

.687719

.625742

.745991

.653864

.320403

.297422

.238915

.264141

.320403

.297422

.238915

.264141

.672405

.622589

.724818

.648624

.672405

.622589

.724818

.648624

.322385

.293742

.250112

.263752

.322385

.293742

.250112

.263752

.660847

.619841

.708273

.644011

.660847

.619841

.708273

.644011

.321107

.290327

.256793

.263260

.321107

.290327

.256793

.263260

.651830

.617441

.694942

.639934

.651830

.617441

.694942

.639934

.318048

.287172

.260677

.262699
0318048
.287172
.260677
.262699

.644590

.615346

.683927

.636320

.644590

.615346

.683927

.636320

.314112

.284254

.262828

.262091
0314112
.284254
.262828
.262091

.638635

.613491

.674645

.633108

.638635

.613491

.674645

.633108

.309834\

.28155~

.263914

.261452

.309834

.281555

.263914

.261452

.633639

.611850

.666707

.630243

.633639

.611850

.666707

.630243

•
• 200000 59.206056 61.505819 63.232585 64.574915 65.650296 66.533240 67.271600

67.898108 68.435310 68.899711 69.302553 69.654202 69.963339 70.234066 70.473373
.200000 50.350648 53.586177 56.100231 58.116464 59.775759 61.169113 62.357280

63.381973 64.272593 65.051772 65.736368 66.340073 66.874324 67.348911 67.772072
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.200000 59.206056 61.505819 63.232585 64.574915 65.650296 66.533240 67.271600
67.898108 68.435310 68.899711 69.302553 69.654202 69.963339 70.234066 70.473373

.200000 50.350648 53.586177 56.100231 58.116464 59.775759 61.169113 62.357280
63.381973 64.272593 65.051772 65.736368 66.340073 66.874324 67.348911 67.772072

• .200000 54.264053 56.876666 58.193010 58.733675 58.819676 58.647717 58.336489
57.957108 57.5505<:;3 57.139996 56.736635 56.346952 55.974122 55.616796 55.275973

.200000 38.248266 42.71024: 45.601860 47.504015 48.777750 49.648227 50.256175
50.689307 51.002090 51.22937E 51.392932 51.507149 51.581988 51.624771 51.640990

.200000 54.264053 56.876666 580193010 58.733675 58.819676 58.647717 58.336489
57.957108 57.550593 57.139996 56.736635 56.346952 55.974122 55.616796 55.275973

.200000 38.248266 42.710243 45.601860 47.504015 48.777750 49.648227 50.256175
50.689307 51.002090 51.22937E 51.392932 51.507149 51.581988 51.624771 51.640990

78.026038 78.026038 .000000 .000000 78.026038 78.026038 .000000 .000000
65.881812 (,5.881814 .000000 .000000 65.881812 65.881814 .000000 .000000

.7551 111.7 82.23

+ + + FUEL TYPES FOR ZERO IRRADIATION

31 MT[)O 31 19 OMEGA 00 TREAD 01 DATA 00
31 MTDO 31 10 PHI 00 TREAD 01 DATA 01
31 MTDO 31 17 PSI 00 TREAD 01 DATA 02

34 EQUIL 34

+ 1+02+03+04+05+06+07+08+09+10+11+12 HISTORY
+ 1+02+03+04+05+06+07+08+09+10+11+12

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5

.5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5

2.78 2.07 1. .7792 .0001 1. .00010
50. 20. 65501 13.58 13.58 O. O.

1.

36 A 36 PRNT 01
36 A 36 PUNCH 02

31 "'TDO 31 19 OMEGA 01 TWRIT 00 CASE 00
, 1 MT[)O 31 10 PHI 01 TWRIT 00 CASE 01
31 MTDO 31 17 PSI 01 TWRIT 00 CASE 02•

2 02 10 01 03 24 DO PHI PRINT 24/
2 02 17 01 03 24 PSI PR/24
2 02 08 01 03 24 01 DO PSLUG*10 PR 24/
2 02 20 02 02 24 00 EQP PNCH 24/

33 STOP 33
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Output, labelled geometry data.

UNIT 144 II $220 PERIGEE"2
CASE 7 CANDU EQUILIBRIUM OCT.8,1963
DATA 6 •

I J K H S ALPHA BETA
"

12.00000 -12.00000 -24.00000 .49600 .22860 1.40000 60800000

L E TAU TAU2 RHO C RHO R
120.00000 .00050 2.20000 .05000 1.00000 .00000

Zt Z2 CHAN TYPE CHI NPHI NPSI
2.54250 2.54250 153.00000 .00000 .80000 1.00000 1,00000

MH MAX Cl C2 P PC PB MU
118.00000 112.50000 3.93700 055.09961 3.00000 500.00000 ,94490

DAY FPD C3 C4 G L.. SYMM w*
.00000 .00000 100.50000 3.93700 .00000 1.00000 5.00000

EXTRAPOLATED RADII
.00000 2.50300 3.03300 3.03300 3.03300 3.03300 3 0 03300

3.03300 3.03300 3.03300 2.5030U .00000

1.00000 .00000 .20000
2.00000 .20000 .40000
3.00000 .40000 .70000
4.00000 .70000 .90000

55.00000 .90000 1.15000
56.00000 1.15000 1.34000
57.00000 1.34000 1.55000
58.00000 1.55000 1.73000
59.00000 1.73000 1.92000
60.00000 1.92000 2.05000
61.00000 2.05000 2.26000

.00000 .00000 .UOOOO ..
.. 0 4 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a

55 O. 5 10 2 16 3 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a
61 0 7 5 8 6 8 19 3 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a
90 0 10 15 1 22 2 22 3 22 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 a a

-- .,.-- 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0
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Output, lattice code generated from data.

90 -90 90 -90 90 ... 90 90 -'0 90 -'0 90 ·'0

--'0 90 -90 90 -90 '0 -90 90 -'0 90 -90 '0

61 -61 61 I .90 '0 -'0 90 -'0 '0 .90 90 .90
•

-61 I-60 60 -60 61 90 -90 90 -90 90 .90 90

"- 58 .59 " ... 59 60 -61 61 I ..90 90 -90 90 ·'0
·51 57 ·58 58 -59 60 .. 61 61 "'0 9O -90 90

56 -56 57 -57 58 -5' 60 -61 '0 "'0 90 ",90

.55 55 ·55 56 -57 58 -59 60 -61 90 ·90 90

4 -4 I 55 .55 56 -57 58 ·59 61 ""0 90 .. 90

-3 3 .. 4 4 -55 57 -58 59 -60 61 ",90 90

2 -3 3 ·4 55 .56 57 -59 60 .. 61 90 ·'0

-1. 2 ·3 4 .. 55 56 -5'1 58 -60 61 .. 90 90

1. -2 3 -4 55 ... 56 51 "58 60 -61 90 .. 90

-2 3 ·3 4 .. 55 56 -5' 59 -60 61 .. 90 90

:1 -3 4 I·55 56 .. 57 58 ·,,'9 60 -90 90 .90

-4 I 55 -55 55 -56 57 -58 59 -61 90 -90 90

55 .55 56 -56 51 ",58 59 .. 60 61 "'0 90 "'0

-56 56 -51 57 -58 59 -60 61 "90 90 -90 90

51 -57 58 -58 59 ",60 61 .. 61 90 ·'0 90 ",90

·58 59 -59 59 .. 60 61 , -90 90 -90 '0 -90 90..
61 I .. 90 90 -9060 .. 60 61 -61 90 -'0 90 11'90

... -90 90 -90 90 -90 90 -90 90 -90 90 -90 90

90 -90 90 -90 90 ",90 90 11'90 90 ·'0 90 .90

-'0 90 -90 90 -90 90 -90 90 -90 90 -90 90

FUEL TYPES FOR ZERO I RRAD IA 11 ON

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



Output, labelled equilibrium data.

HISTORY
1 2 3 4 5 6 , 8 9 10
1 2 3 4 5 6 , 8 9 10

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

DWELL TIME
.50000 ,50000
.50000 ,50000
.50000 .50000
.50000 .50000
.50000 ,50000
.50000 .50000
,50000 ,50000
,50000 ,50000
.50000 ,50000

FRACTIO~S

.50000 .!!SOOOO

.50000 .!50000

.50000 .50000

.50000 .'0000

.50000 .50000

.50000 .!!SOOOO

.50000 .50000

.50000 .50000

.50000 .!50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000
,50000
.50000
,50000
.50000
.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000

.50000
,50000
,50000
.50000
,50000
.50000

,50000
,50000
,50000
,50000
,50000
~50000

.50000

.50000
,50000

trJ
0'

W2
2.80000

W1 K PRIME S PRIME
2.07000 1.00000 .77920

TAU3
.00010

TAU4
1,00000

TAU5
.00010

BETA2 BETA3 P U2 U1 GAMMA WMAX
50.00000 20.00000 655.09961 13.57999 13.57999 .00000 .00000

Q2
.00000

Q1
1.00000

, .. •
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Output from 2 passes around inner loop, 1 around outer loop.

•

2
4
6

048
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
66
70
72
74
76
76
80
82
84

KE-l

-2.229 -03
-8.937 -04
-3.625 -04

2.71(1 -04
9'.047 -05
2.519 -05

-2.796 -00
-8.898 "06
-0.474 -06
-2.381 -06

3.932 -07
2.531 -06
3.319 -06
3.391 -06
3.012 -06
3.038 -06
2.921 -06
2.581 -06
2.232 -06
1.593 -06
1.710 -06
1.520 -06

(MKh -2.71

3.588 .03
3.598 .03
4.047 -03
4.652 -04
3.826 -04
3.525 -04
3.232 -04
2.912 -04
2.621 -04
2.351 .. 04
2.056 -04
1.806 -04
1.645 .. 04
1.492 .. 04
1.343 -04
1.228 .. 04
1.115 -04
1.042 -04
8.932 .. 05
8.233 .. 05
7.458 -05
6.714 .. 05

-.13J74
-.18736
",20911
-,192f:i5
·.18142
-.18591
-.186U8
-.18661
-.18700
-.18714
-.18712
-.18097
-.18b77
-.18656
-.18638
-.18620
-.18603
-.1851::17
-\018574
-.18564
-.18554
-,18545

-.13374
-.05362
-.02175

.01626

.00543

.00151
-.00017
-.00053
-.00039
-.00014

.00002

.00015

.00020

.00020

.00018

.00018

.00018

.00015

.00013

.00010

.00010
,00009

NEW K
.99729

OLD K DELTA K
.00000 .99729

2
4
6
8

10
12
14

KE-l

-1.292 -05
-4.641 -06
-3.452 .. 06
-2.486 -06
-1.446 -06
-9.510 -07
-2.967 -07

(MKh -2.73

2.193 -04
1.076 -04
1.026 -04
9.404 -05
8.918 .05
8.10b -05
7.659 -05

-.18022
-.18650
-.18671
-.1861::16
-.18694
-.18100
-.18702

·.00076
-.00028
-.00021
-.00015
-.00009
-.00006
-.00U02

•

NEW K
,99727

W2
2.78000

OLD K nELTA K
,99729 ... 00002

W1 Wl/W2 THETA
2,07000 .74460 -.16702

S
,77219

PMIN
1201

P~AR

2140.8
PMAX
2772

PSMAX
431.0

T,MIN.
6,43

BETA2 BETA3
50.00000 20.00000

N2
.9621

Nl ~2 Pl BRNUP2 BRNUP1
4.6984 148.47 544.83 11364 8539

BRNUP 9019 MWD/TONNE U FISSION
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Output for inner (twice) and outer loops.

2 2.261 -03 3.698 -03 -.05137 .13565
4 8.918 -04 3.354 -03 .00i!13 .05351
6 3.592 -04 3.841 .03 .02369 .02155

46 -2.486 .. 04 4.948 -04 .00877 -.01491
48 -8.405 -05 4.071 ... 04 .00.573 .... 00504 •
50 -2.336 -05 3.767 -04 • 00233 -.00140
52 4.110 -07 3.475 .. 04 .00235 .00002
54 6.555 -Ob 3.098 .04 .00275 .00039 .)

56 4.453 -Ob 2.844 .04 .00.501 .00027
58 2.17<1 -06 2.482 -04 .00J14 .00013
60 -6.760 -07 2.239 -04 .00310 -.00004
62 -2.313 -06 1.984 -04 .00296 -.00014
64 -3.262 -06 1.808 -04 .00277 -.00020
66 -3.357 -06 1.669 .. 04 .00257 -.00020
68 -3.117 -06 1.504 -04 .00238 -.00019
70 -2.746 -06 1.360 -04 .00222 -.00016
72 -2.567 -06 1.262 -04 .00206 -.00015
74 .. 2.406 -06 1.154 .. 04 .00192 .... 00014
76 ... 1.975 -06 1.053 -04 .00180 .... 00012
78 -1.477 -06 9.723 -05 .00171 .... 00009
80 -1.557 ... 06 8.952 -05 .00162 .... 00009

KE-l (MK)· .02

NEW K OLD K DELTA K
1.00002 .99727 .00276

2 4.125 -07 1.749 -04 .00164 .00002
4 -5.969 -07 1.210 -04 .00161 -.00004
6 5.448 -08 1.08e .04 .00161 .00000

KE""l (MK)= .02

NEW K OLD K DELTA K
1.00002 1.00002 .00000

W2 Wl \oI1/W2 THETA S
2.78000 1.96824 .70800 • 00161 .77746 •

PHIN PBAR PM AX PSMAX l,MIN.
1219 2140.8 2754 430.2 12;37

BETA2 BETA3
50.00000 20.00000

N2 Nl Pt! Pl BRNUP2 BRNUPl
.9398 4.9660 145.03 548.27 11364 8130

BRNUP 8645 M\oID/TONNE U FISSION



B.9

Output, dwell tirres for each channel, in tenths of a day
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B.10

Output, channel powers in kilowatts, thermal.
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B.11

Output, lattice code for alternative (symmetrical) central zone; cf. B.5.
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B.12

Output, channel powers for B.ll; cf. B.lO.
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